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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of Task 7.1 was to review the state of the art of open data exchange and to
identify those suitable candidates for the Shift2Rail initiative. The state of the art analysis was
not capable to provide already a selectable short-list rather concluded that not a single
standard data format but a couple of them might be recommendable.
For the Task 7.2 all partners identified and collected from the list of state-of-art standards in
particular from those identified as most suitable their describing requirements, data formats,
advantages and properties etc. We took into account as well conclusions from In2Rail project
and other available working results from IN2SMART WP’s. Each partner performed their own
analysis/extracting work according their competences and forwarded their findings. The
requirements were then summarized and same or quite similar issues were merged to
common clusters to be used as reference list.
In general each candidate found during Task 7.1 could have been further analysed and
reviewed taken into account our reference list. However in order to reduce the amount of work
it was decided to analyse only the most promising standards from our short list.
There was an agreement within IN2SMART work packages about using standard data model
as it was specified by In2Rail and supporting the idea of a Canonical Data Model (CDM). For
the use case of offline date transport a set of data formats was identified. From this it followed
that only for the second use case (continues data exchange) the remaining promising standard
interfaces Open Platform Communications Unified Architecture (OPC-UA) and generic Web
Feature Services (WFS) were to be assessed accordingly against the reference list
requirements.

The detailed requirements, the clusters, the short list and the specific assessment etc. can be
found in the corresponding Excel table (see [4] and see Appendix B).
The detailed issues with regards to OPC UA and WFS can be found in chapter 5.3 and 5.4.
With regards to our conclusions please refer to chapter 6 herein.
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1.1 TERMS, ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following tables provide definitions for acronyms and abbreviations and for terms used in
this document.
1.1.1 Acronyms and Abbreviations
Definition
AF

Application Framework

AMP

Asset Management Plan

API

Application Programming Interface

CDM

Canonical Data Model

CSV

Comma-separated values

DRIMS

Dynamic Railway Information Management System

DTD

Document Type Definition

GML

Geometry Markup Language

HDF

Hierarchical Data Format

HTTP

Hypertext Transfer Protocol

IAMP

Intelligent Asset Management Plan
Intelligent Asset Management System
(Intelligent Asset Management Strategies)
Integration Layer

IAMS
IL
In2Rail
IN2SMART
JSON

Innovative Intelligent Rail Project
Intelligent Innovative Smart Maintenance of assets by integrated
Technologies
JavaScript Object Notation

GIS

Geographic Information System

NetCDF

Network Common Data Format

OP
OPC UA

Open Call
Open Platform Communication Unified Architecture

OGC

Open Geospatial Consortium

ODBC

Open Database Connectivity

REST

Representational State Transfer

RIMMS

Railway Information Measuring and Monitoring System
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Definition
RTM
SAMP

Rail Topo Model
Strategic Asset Management Plan

SOA

Service-Oriented Architecture

SOAP

Simple Object Access Protocol

TMS

Traffic Management System

XML

Extensible Markup Language

XSD

XML Schema Definition

WFS

Web Feature Service

1.1.2 Terms
Definition

Application
Framework

The application framework comprises applications managing service
related processes (AF)
Please refer to In2Rail D8.5 Requirements for the Generic Application
Framework (see [2])
See also Figure 2: Proposed IAMS architecture – Business Layer; &
Application layer

Shift2Rail
ecosystem

Complete IAMS architecture with regards to Data mining and Big data
see Figure 2: Proposed IAMS architecture

Integration
Layer

Common communication platform for a Traffic Management System
called Integration Layer (IL)
Please refer to In2Rail D8.1 Requirements for the Integration Layer
(see [2] and [8])
See also Figure 2: Proposed IAMS architecture – Technology Layer
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2 BACKGROUND
The objective of the WP7 “DRIMS Open Standard Interfaces” is to develop a guideline for
Open Standard Interfaces for Maintenance Data including models and data exchange by
exploring the current state of the art concerning the acquisition, integration, fusion,
transformation, distribution, and processing of data, available in various heterogeneous data
sources.
The Open Standard Interfaces aim to support fusion, integration, and adaptation of the railway
system with the new data sources and railway customer requirements. In such a way, the use
of Open Standard Interfaces will facilitate interoperability with relevant data sources and
integration of tools to the stakeholders’ context. Thus, Open Standard Interfaces allow tools to
be developed and implemented which are part of larger ecosystems (e.g. Data mining, Big
data).

Figure 1: Generic architecture overview
.
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The following Figure1 gives a more detailed overview about this larger ecosystem and the
supposed/intended Open Standard Interfaces for Maintenance data and data exchange.

Figure 2: Proposed IAMS architecture
▪
▪
▪

1

The Business Layer (in yellow) depicts business services offered to customers,
The Application Layer (in light blue) depicts application services that support the
business services, and the applications that realize them.
The Technology Layer (in green) depicts technology services such as processing,
storage, and communication services needed to run the applications, and the computer
and communication hardware and system software that realize those services.

The Figure is a contribution of WP2 to the design of a IN2SMART architecture.
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3 OBJECTIVE / AIM
The objective of Task 7.2 “Standardisation of open data in the Shift2Rail framework” is to
inherit, elaborate, modify, and extract the best practices to define a standard data format.
The task is supposed to make use of the standard defined by In2Rail WP8 (see [2]).
This enables the gathering of exploitable data, propagating them in the proposed system, and
transform raw measurements in high-level patterns (see WP8) to improve railway asset
management of a wide range of railway infrastructure systems (high-speed, heavy load freight,
urban rail, …) based on the output of Task 7.1 “Open Data: a review of the state-of-the-art”2
(see [1]).
Another objective is to define and provide a standard for the propagation of data, information
and data structures/models throughout the Shift2Rail ecosystem, with the aim of marrying
user-friendliness and expandability to new data sources and/or to new users and stakeholders’
requirements. In this way, a standard for interoperability of both railway related and exogenous
data will be developed to facilitate low-cost compound application utilization of these data in
stakeholders’ information systems.
Previous experiences in transportation systems will be of paramount importance to be
exploited for this purpose.
The guideline contains open data exchange formats for maintenance in rail business to be an
initial draft of a standard.
Two different interfaces are considered for the gathering/collection of exploitable data and their
propagation in the proposed system (see the corresponding interfaces marked in the following
picture from the Grant agreement). With regards to these two interfaces different types of
detailed requirements applies.
Based on this architecture two high level Use Cases with regards to the interfaces are
identified. This two high level Use Cases are:
▪ Continuous data exchange / constant data ingestion:
Continuous data exchange means that maintenance data, sensor data, condition data,
configuration etc. have to be delivered from the infrastructure through the integration
layer to the enhanced functionality like asset status analytics. This involves that the
target solution includes a specification for an IT interface. It is not enough to concentrate
on one format to share this information. The requirements out of the requirements list
can only be fulfilled by a standardized machine-2-machine communication framework.
▪ Off line data exchange / manual file based data exchange:
Off line data exchange means that maintenance data has to be delivered not

2

The purpose of Task 7.1 was to review the state of the art of open data exchange approaches in mature sectors
and identify those suitable for the Shift2Rail initiative to be reused, adapted and refined in Task 7.2
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continuously. It can be collected somewhere (from the data platform3) and further
transported in a big data bunch. For that latter use case no standard interface is
needed. It is only needed to have a standard data format.

Figure 3: “Figure 1” from Grant Agreement

3

It is assumed that the Data Platform (see Figure 2) is the only place where data are stored inside the IAMS
architecture. The Data Platform is used to store data generated within the IAMS system and those data needed
more than once for the processing. However temporary storage at the functions’ level is allowed.
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4 INHERIT, ELABORATE AND EXTRACT THE BEST PRACTICES TO
DEFINE A STANDARD DATA FORMAT
4.1

OUTPUT OF IN2RAIL

4.1.1

In2Rail Deliverables4

The In2Rail project (see [2]) is one of the “lighthouse” projects of Shift2Rail and is contributing
to Innovation Programme 2 “Advanced Traffic Management and Control Systems” and 3 “CostEfficient and Reliable High-Capacity Infrastructure”.
The following table lists all already delivered deliverables that should be considered (see [2]) –
Results & Publications – Deliverables).
Table 1: In2Rail deliverables

Number

4

Title

Dissemination
Level
Public

Due date
(project months)
36

D7.2

Functional and Non Functional
requirements matrix

D8.1

Requirements for the Integration Layer

Public

18

D8.2

Requirements for Interfaces

Public

27

D8.3

Description of Integration Layer and
Constituents

Public

36

D8.4

Interface Control Document for Integration
Layer Interfaces, external/ Web interfaces
and Dynamic Demand Service

Public

36

D8.5

Requirements for the Generic Application
Framework

Public

15

D8.6

Description of the Generic Application
Framework and its constituents

Public

27

D8.7

Interface Control Document (ICD) for
Application-specific Interfaces

Public

27

D8.8

Integration Test Plan for Application
Framework and Constituents

Public

36

D9.1

Asset status representation

Public

18

D9.5

Forecasting algorithms verification,
evaluation and assessment report

Confidential

36

see [1] chapter 4 “summary of relevant In2Rail results”
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The In2Rail project duration is 36 months, being the starting date 01/05/2015.
4.1.2

Conclusions and Recommendations with regards to In2Rail

See [1] – chapter 4.7 “conclusion”:
In2Rail D9.1 should be taken into account for data modeling and data format analysis since it
analyses a subset of existing standards and makes an explained choice of the best fitting
ones.
The Canonical Data Model (CDM) document could be taken into account as emerging data
model.
The D9.1 approach is to provide a subset of relevant assets and generate some examples of
how they could be mapped into selected standards. The Annex will concentrate on providing a
generic data model.
In2Rail D8.1 and D8.5, Requirement for Integration Layer and Generic Application Framework
are less data standardization oriented, but they provide requirements, e.g. for communication
patterns, that should be considered while analysing existing communication protocols to be
used for data exchange.
All the considerations/conclusions of In2Rail are focused on a Traffic Management System
(TMS) application; this must be considered keeping in mind that the scope of IN2SMART is the
Intelligent Asset Management and requirements may also be different.
4.1.3

Further Information with regards to In2Rail work

The task 8.1 in In2Rail was dedicated to the specification of the common communication
platform for a Traffic Management System, so called Integration Layer (IL).
Starting from general requirements collected from recent tenders and projects a set of specific
requirements to the IL are provided in the deliverable D8.1.
The specification of Integration Layer separates data management from data definition.
The data is defined in form of a Canonical Data Model: a formal definition of the data
structures and their dependencies.
For serialisation of this data several serialisation languages are allowed – e.g. Protobuf, JSON,
XML.
The Integration Layer keeps data internally in its private data format (e.g. compressed,
encrypted etc.). The differences between serialisation with Protobuf, JSON and XML are
marginal e.g. XML <switch id=”12”> and JSON {“id”:”12”}.
Depending on the syntax preferred by the application the Integration Layer extracts the data
either from XML or JSON or Protobuf syntax. In any of these cases the data must be specified
according to the canonical model.
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The Integration Layer is responsible for support of publish-subscribe of the data, as well as for
reliable data management.
Failover
state

key=“switch12“
value={position:left}

Application
A

Integration
Layer

key=“switch12“
value={position:left}
Application
B

…

Application
N

Figure 4: Example with data distribution with JSON format
To access the data the Integration Layer specifies a set of APIs to be implemented in a
dynamic library in C++, C or Java.
The API represents a minimal set of functions required for implementation of the IL functionality.
In most cases there are no products fulfilling this API on the market, therefore a Wrapper-API
has to be provided.

Application

In2Rail
protocol

Integration
Layer
API

Proprietary
protocol

Compatible
product on
the market

DDS, IMDG, OPC UA
(Opensplice DDS, Hazelcast Imdg,
open62541)
Figure 5: Access of data on Integration Layer through API
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Besides the communication platform the Integration Layer will specify central services required
for operation of a Traffic Management System: alarms and logging, sandbox service,
persistence service etc. Among others a gateway service is planned, which shall be able to
map between several installations (and implementations) of the Integration Layer.

In2Rail
protocol

Integration
Layer
API

Proprietary
protocol

Compatible
product on
the market
(OPC UA)

In2Rail
protocol

Integration
Layer
API

Proprietary
protocol

Compatible
product on
the market
(IMDG)

Gateway
service

Figure 6: Gateway connecting different IL-implementations
As the logic and data management are covered by the Integration Layer, the functionality
behind the Gateway service is quite limited: loading two APIs and shift messages from one to
the other without “opening” them.
The proposed Integration Layer as considered by In2Rail is primarily dedicated to Traffic
Management tasks
▪
representation and modification of current states and plans.
The IAMS shall be able to provide data sets relevant for real time train operations to the
Integration Layer as shown in Figure 6 above.
The other important use cases for IAMS comprise:
▪ provide historical data for the (non-real-time) Big-Data-Analysis algorithms
▪ enable secure connection of embedded systems (sensors, ILX, etc.) distributed country
wide.
OPC UA for instance is already covering the last two use cases with big market share.
The IT industry identified this fact and e.g. created a standard for OPC UA gateways and offers
commercial bridges to OPC UA.
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OUTPUT OF TASK 7.1 (A REVIEW OF THE STATE-OF-THE-ART)

The deliverable D7.1 (see [1] “executive summary”) is providing a current, focused and brief
spotlight on today’s most relevant formats and technologies as IT/data technologies evolve
quickly. All mature industry sectors put concurrently significant effort in digitalization and
automation leading to rapid developments.
D7.1 serves as working resource for the work to be done herein.
It enlarges furthermore the list of standards suitable for data representation with respect to the
work done in lighthouse project In2Rail (please refer to chapter 4.1). These new identified
standards should be considered to integrate the data representation being defined in In2Rail,
focused on Traffic Management System (TMS), in order to cover the maintenance
requirements and needs.
The state of the art analysis was not capable to provide already a selectable short-list rather
concluded that not a single standard data format but a couple of them might be
recommendable to finally select a suitable combination of open data exchange formats.
Due to the rapid developments in data exchange in all industry domains a careful reviewing
and monitoring of available and emerging technologies have to be maintained throughout the
project.
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CHOSEN ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
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Figure 7: Analysis procedure

The figure above is supposed to describe the chosen analysis procedure with the focus on the
generic framework of interface for a continuous data exchange for all WPs, covering all
selected requirements on the same level.
As said above the state of the art analysis was not capable to provide already a selectable
short-list rather concluded that not a single standard data format but a couple of them might be
recommendable to finally select a suitable combination of open data exchange formats.
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Collection task
On the right side of the figure the task is indicated that all partners identified and collected from
the list of state-of-art standards but in particular from those identified as suitable for data
representation their describing requirements, data formats, advantages and properties etc.
We took into account as well conclusions from In2Rail project and other available working
results when contributed from our working group members.
Each partner performed their own analysis/extracting work according their competences and
forwarded their findings (S1a).
Note: It was helpful for this task to have specific/real uses cases in mind (e.g. use cases from
IN2SMART WP8 and WP9).
As indicated in the objective chapter for the gathering of exploitable data and propagating them
in the proposed system two different interfaces are taken into account.
With regards to these two interfaces different types of detailed requirements applies with
regards to:
▪ Data model(s)
▪ Data format(s) {common format and extended specifics if any}
▪ Security of data and access rights/privacy (encryption of data; browse, write, read, ...)
▪ Transfer {Transport and Communication of data (network, configuration ...)}
The requirement proposals were then summarized and same or quite similar issues were
merged.
The final requirement list contained 331 requirements which were grouped to 18 common
clusters (see [4] [Excel table] Folder “Requirements List”).
Review of list / Emerge of final list
Afterwards with all partners together we produced a final reference list as the outcome of this
step. (S2)
Note: There was an agreement within IN2SMART WP’s at this stage about using standard
data model as it was (is) specified by IN2Rail and supporting the idea of a Canonical Data
Model (CDM). This is also in line with the WP2 architecture assumption that all data are
compliant with a Canonical Data Model. This data model is supposed to be based on standard
models like RailML and SensorML.
This agreement includes as well the proposed use (proposed by In2Rail) of file formats (e.g.
Protobuf, JSON, XML ...).
From this it followed that only the interfaces OPC-UA and generic Web Feature Services
(WFS) were to be assessed accordingly against the further filtered requirements.
The reference list and their common final clusters were further being evaluated with regards to
their relevance to the two use cases in mind.
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Selection task and Evaluation task
On the left side of the figure above the task to define and provide a standard (one or more
suitable candidate) for the propagation of data is indicated. In general each candidate found by
WP7.1 could have been analysed and reviewed taken into account our reference list. However
in order to reduce the amount of work it was proposed to analyse only the most promising
standards.
This pre-filtering work was done and agreed by all partners together (S1b) (see [4] [Excel table]
Folder “Short List”).
Taken into account the agreement mentioned above about using standard data model CDM,
and that it is based on standard models like RailML and SensorML it is and was not necessary
to consider RailML and SensorML from the short list for further detailed assessment.
Afterwards the remaining two candidates, means only the interfaces OPC-UA and generic
Web Feature Services (WFS) were to be assessed/evaluated/balanced accordingly by using
our final filtered reference list (S3).
Note: However it is assumed that these interfaces will include and will make use of the defined
Canonical Data Model anyway. How this will be achieved in detail is out of scope here.
The work done was twofold, meaning that the requirement list was used for the two different
types of interfaces in mind and the two different use cases respectively.
This analysis was supposed to identify as well gaps and open issues in the standard
description (e.g. lack for specific asset representation etc.). Here we have added proposals
how to overcome such deficiencies (if any) (see [4] [Excel table] Folder “Assessment”).
The final candidates for an interface were then be further analysed and be completed to define
further working steps tackling the identified deficiencies:
▪ What has to be added?
▪ What could be added?
▪ What needs to be done to complete this standard proposal etc.
▪ How it could be done?
However only a generic handling of these issues is considered here as scope of work.
A detailed handling of the way forward with a final candidate for the standards was to be
considered voluntary/optional and could have been added as an Appendix to the deliverable
D7.2. (“S5”)
Note: The candidates for the standards and a general way forward for them are described only
herein in chapter 5.3 and 5.4. Their issue is not further detailed in an Appendix.
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Extraction of criteria for open standard Step S1a

The following possible sources for requirements were considered.
4.3.1.1

Evaluation of State-of-the-Art standards according Deliverable D7.1

The deliverable “D7.1 – Evaluation of State-of-the-Art standards” aim is to gather information
which is used as background and input for the task 7.2. The main objective was to list data
exchange formats which are relevant as exchange format for IN2SMART and within the
Shift2Rail ecosystem.
This deliverable is divided in four main sections. The evaluation of the In2Rail relevant formats,
an online survey, a detailed evaluation of the most used formats concerning the technologies,
applications and the domains.
In the evaluation of the relevant formats, the following documents were evaluated:
▪ D9.1 Asset Status Representation
▪ D8.1 Requirements of the Integration Layer
▪ D8.5 Requirements of the Generic Application Framework
An online survey was done in 2017 where the main focus of the survey was to collect
information
▪ about the use of Open Data Exchange formats in the participating companies or
institutions,
▪ about the extent of their participation in the respective Open Data Exchange format
communities,
▪ about their general mindset and attitude towards Open Data Exchange formats, and
▪ about other aspects of formats for Open Data Exchange, such as how generic or
specialised they are perceived by the users.
The most commonly used relevant technologies derived from the survey were evaluated in a
detailed level concerning the file format, tooling, the use on the technology in applications and
different domains.
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Evaluation of In2Rail Deliverable

Despite the TMS perspective, requirements coming from In2Rail have been significantly taken
into account for feeding the requirement list.
A selection of requirements related to aspects listed in 4.3 (Data Model, Data Format, Security
of Data, Data Transfer) has been accurately done by considering as inputs the following
deliverables.
Data
Model

Data
Format

Security of
Data

Data
Transfer

D8.1: Requirements for the Integration
Layer

x

x

x

x

D8.2: Requirements for interfaces

x

D8.5: Requirements for the Generic
Application Framework

x

x

x

x

D9.1: Asset status representation

x

D7.2: Functional and Non Functional
requirements matrix

x

x

x

x

Overlapping requirements between deliverables and TMS specific requirements have been
filtered out, whilst all requirements related to diagnostic and maintenance have been included.
Due to the two different focus of interfaces described in Chapter 3, the resulting collection
mixed heterogeneous and sometimes conflicting requirements especially for what concerning
Data Security, Data Transfer and Data Format: for this aspects the application scenario has an
impact on which requirements must be considered (e.g. bandwidth requirements for low
bandwidth communications).
4.3.1.3

Evaluation of IN2SMART WP2 Deliverable

The System Requirements and Functional, Form Fit and Interface Specifications (see [5])
describes what is meant by an Intelligent Asset Management System (IAMS) and specifies the
core requirements that an IAMS would need to deliver. The process analysis has led to the
identification of 86 different requirements. These requirements have been structured and
allocated among other things to the IN2SMART Work-Packages that are or could be involved
in their fulfilment.
All the allocated requirements to WP7 were evaluated and finally 22 requirements were
identified, merged, derived and forwarded here accordingly (see [4] [Excel table] Folder
“Requirements List ”).
Note: The row “Reference/Reason/Justification/Comment” contains the corresponding
reference to the WP2 requirement list of [5] and further information.
The requirements were allocated to all kinds of requirement types (i.e. Data Model(s), Data
Format(s), Security and Transfer/Exchange) but the majority deals with the latter issue the
Transport and Communication of data within a network and the corresponding configuration of
it.
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Evaluation of IN2SMART WP3 Deliverable

The work package “WP3 - RIMMS Satellites and Autonomous Intelligent Monitoring Systems”
aims to enable the development of autonomous and unmanned vehicles for railway network
monitoring. Relevant requirements in the WP3 with concern to file exchange formats are georeferencing, imagery, measuring data.
4.3.1.5

Evaluation of IN2SMART WP4 Deliverable

WP4 is one possible requirements source for WP7. The requirements were incorporated by
WP5 and analysed there. Requirements coming from WP5 partially contain the ones from
WP4.
4.3.1.6

Evaluation of IN2SMART WP5 Deliverable

All requirements elaborated in IN2SMART WP5 were evaluated. Finally, three groups of them
were merged and forwarded here. These groups are:
▪ safety requirements: They depict system behaviour in case of unpredictable situation,
i.e. error recovery
▪ security requirements: They describe how system is protected from unauthorized
access, maliciously attack and/or data damage
▪ proxy requirements: Proxy is a software layer placed between legacy data sources and
modern applications and subsystems. It is like adaptor, except that adaptor adjusts
services, whilst proxy conforms data formats and protocols.
4.3.1.7

Evaluation of IN2SMART WP6 Deliverable

A set of requirements has been collected from WP6 (RIMMS Operations). The main sources of
WP6 requirements are the following sections of D6.1 Report on Parameters Influencing
Concept Developments section:
▫ 6 - Vehicles Maintenance
▫ 7 – Monitoring Parameters and associated Measurement Systems
▫ 8 – Vehicle identification state of the art
Requirements from this WP are mainly related to vehicle identification and vehicle sensor
measurement exchange/representation.
Covered aspects are Data Model, Data Format and Data Exchange.
4.3.1.8

Evaluation of IN2SMART WP8 Deliverable

WP8 activities aim at developing and testing Data mining and automatic machine learning
approaches in an Infrastructure Asset Management context. All the tasks within WP8
contribute to a main objective: producing value and information based on Data.
This WP focuses on 4 main issues:
▪ Automatic anomaly detection (based on raw data and/or images)
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Continuous monitoring and improvement of Asset Management and Maintenance
processes
Anticipating and predicting assets ageing and degradation
Technical IT solutions for supporting deep and intensive processing of Data mining

Industrial and Infrastructure Managers defined different use cases based on shared technical
and decision-making issues (the majority of these use cases aim at supporting WP9 use
cases). These underline the wideness and variety of data sources, types and formats which
have to be prequalified, used, merged and processed during Data science activities in order to
meet Maintenance and Asset Management objectives and support related decision-making
processes.
WP8 activities are intrinsically data-driven and data-intensive. This induces specific
requirements and specifications concerning the choices related to the integration layer. Then,
these activities require:
▪ gathering various types of data, from sensors, camera, monitoring systems, assets
register and historical maintenance IT systems. External data are included in the scope,
as they are frequently used for taking into account external factors (e.g. climate,
temperatures, humidity, etc.) and societal information (e.g. Passengers, human
exposure close to the network, etc.). Integrating these data into Data processing is
conditioned by using common rules and definition of time and space. Using efficient and
consistent enough Data integration layer leads to significant benefits and reduces
significantly the time-to-market for data mining approaches and routines;
▪ gathering information regarding the quality of each input Data, the way they have been
gathered (i.e. the device, the technical process, etc.) and the potential risks of alteration
during the transmission / dissemination through the integration layer. This would
contribute to consolidate the most relevant data before the analysis;
▪ gathering information concerning the links between input Data and the assets,
components and phenomena to be managed by the Infrastructure Asset Managers.
Having these information is a key issue for ensuring the relevance of the Data
processes to be developed by WP8 activities;
Additionally, partners involved in WP8 provided general requirements concerning the 3
following topics:
▪ Enabling efficient Cybersecurity Management, from a technical and cost point of view;
▪ Reducing as much as possible the costs of ownership concerning the tools and
modelling approaches to be implemented. Choosing private licenced resources shall be
avoided or limited to cases when this is strictly required;
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Reducing as much as possible the impact of the integration layer on existing IT
systems, while ensuring sufficient flexibility for integrating images and video.

4.3.1.9

Evaluation of IN2SMART WP9 Deliverable

The UK Rail industry has established safety and security management processes that would
need to be applied to any information system (software and hardware). It is expected that
each European Infrastructure Manager would similarly adopt national standards already
established. Consequently, detailed non-functional requirements are not considered in this
requirement capture and assessment for Work Package 9.
Work Package 9 is intended to provide a demonstration of an Integrated Asset Management
System (IAMS see Figure 8).
As a minimum this type of system would need to load, process and distribute the following
types of data:
▪ Asset registers & condition
▪ Geography and topology of the network
▪ Time and type of historical and planned interventions including inspection, maintenance,
refurbishment and renewal
▪ Traffic data: network usage (for example tonnage or point swing data)
▪ Cost data
▪ Incident data: Delays, failures and safety incidents
In addition, other data sources can support the assessment of the current condition and the
development of models to understand how the asset degrades. Examples include:
▪ Sensor data used to monitor the asset.
▪ Environmental data including weather
The system would need to be able to clean, validate and process data to produce:
▪ Models of asset performance deterioration (performed within WP8)
▪ Models of intervention effectiveness (performed within WP8)
▪ Models that relate the asset performance to high-level outputs including network
availability and safety.
▪ The ability to optimise at a system level.
The system would need to provide User Interface and visualisation capability to:
▪ Enable user-defined scenarios such as the timescale, the region of interest and system
constraints such as available budget
▪ Visualise the model outputs to enable effective decision making and planning.
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Figure 8: Network Rail’s adaptation of the WP9 modelling framework

Table 2: High-level requirements for Work Package 9 IAM system infrastructure

Theme

Linked Requirement

Data
Model

Data
Format

Data
Transfer

Sharing asset
register data

Requirement 22: RAILML include
din shortlist.

x

x

x

Requirement 22: SENSORLML
include din shortlist.

X

x

x

Requirement 5: Timestamp

x

x

x

x

x

x

Sharing sensor
data
Sharing of
temporal data

Sharing of
Geospatial Data Requirement 14 including WFS.

4.3.1.10 Evaluation of IN2SMART WP10 Deliverable
Work Package 10 centres about lean tamping systems and understanding the requirement for
robotics to replace manual activities across asset management. This supports the higher level
strategic objective to improve safety of the work force.
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Requirements for the Lean Tamping System are described in deliverable D10.1. The prototype
which will be developed in IN2SMART includes:
• Collection and transfer of data from inspection and monitoring systems (WP4)
• Processing of data
• Transfer of processed data to the maintenance machine.
An example use case for the robotics includes:
▪ The replacement of visual inspection with video surveillance gathered from drones, rail
mounted or other forms of automated vehicle.
▪ Real-time sensor feeds that can be used to provide indications of increased risk due to
weather include passenger-borne train track geometry and OLE measurements and
environmental data (rainfall, saturation, river levels and sea-levels).
▪ The real-time sensor feeds would then trigger the requirement for a robotic inspection.
▪ Data needs to be available in a timely manner to enable this use case.
The use case requires the requirements defined in the previous section with the additional
requirements specified in the table below.
Table 3: High-level requirements for Work Package 10 Lean Tamping and “Robotics” system
infrastructure

Theme

Requirement

Data
Model

Data
Format

Data
Transfer

Near-real-time
data sharing

Requirement 11 & 31: Flexibility &
Performance

-

-

x

Sharing asset
register data

Requirement 22: RAILML include
din shortlist.

x

x

x

Sharing sensor
data (including
image data)

Requirement 22: SENSORLML
include din shortlist.

x

x

x

Sharing of
temporal data

Requirement 5: Timestamp

x

x

x

Sharing of
Geospatial Data

Requirement 14 including WFS.

x

x

x

-

-

x

Scalable data
sharing service

Requirement 30: Communication

4.3.1.11 X2Rail WP6 Deliverable
There is no relevant input taking into consideration, coming from X2Rail WP6.
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4.3.1.12 Impact2 WP7 Deliverable
There is no relevant input taking into consideration, coming from Impact2 WP7, since the
project is not mature enough.
4.3.1.13 Evaluation of IN2SMART WP7 summary itself
This WP focuses on two types of interfaces data acquisition from rail assets from the field WP5
(Signalling and Telecomm from WP5 acquired, collected and aggregated at proxy level, but
also from WP3, 4 and 6) and data distribution for development of algorithm for data analysis
WP8 & WP9.
All the requirements for WP7 were evaluated and 3 new requirements were added in the
“Requirements list”. These requirements are based on the weather model and data access e.g.
as discussed in WP8. The focus is on the effect of external factors (specifically weather) on
asset behaviour and corresponding Track circuit current measurements and RCM alarms.
4.3.2

Summary of remaining filtered criteria

As stated before the summarised requirements were grouped to 18 common clusters (see [4]
[Excel table] Folders). 300 requirements are processed and allocated accordingly. The not
listed/considered requirements are foreseen to be removed.5
Table 4: Common clusters of requirements

Req Types
Data Model

Cluster Requirement

Description

Req_20 Alarm Events

21 requirements; This cluster summarises
all kind of alarm management
requirements and corresponding requested
functionality.

Req_21 Data Types

43 requirements; This cluster summarises
all kind of data types and corresponding
requested functionality.

Req_22 Standard Models

39 requirements: This cluster summarises
all kind of specific model requirements.
These requirements need to be considered
in particular for the corresponding
canonical data Model.

Req_23 Implement ability

5 requirements; This cluster summarises
requirements with regards to API
programming.

5

The gathered requirements still contain duplications and would need further rationalisation and revision work
before further usage. Here we kept them as collected from the WPs. For our assessment clustering was sufficient.
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Req Types
Data Format

Data Security

Data Transfer
(Data Exchange)

Cluster Requirement

Description

Req_10 Legacy

5 requirements; This cluster summarising
requirements with regards to compatibility
with widely used and accepted standards

Req_11 flexible

53 requirements: This cluster summarises
all kind of requested flexibility to be able to
cope with customer and project needs.

Req_12 License

10 requirements; This cluster of
requirements demands free access and
usability of the chosen formats, models
and specifications.

Req_13 Detailed Function

9 requirements; This cluster summarises
all kind of very specific requirements.

Req_14 Standard Format

11 requirements: This cluster summarises
all kind of specific format requirements.

Req_1 Integrity

10 requirements; This cluster summarises
data and message integrity requirements.

Req_2 Security Standards

7 requirements; This cluster summarises
security requirements.

Req_3 Safety Standards

5 requirements; This cluster summarises
safety integrity requirements.

Req_4 User Authentication

24 requirements; This cluster summarises
all kind privacy issues and access rights
management.

Req_5 Time Stamp

6 requirements; This cluster summarises
requirements with regards to time stamping
and time synchronisation.

Req_30 Communication

32 requirements; This cluster summarises
all kind of communication related
requirements for the messaging system.

Req_31 Performance

7 requirements; This cluster summarises
requirements with regards to availability
and real time issues.

Req_32 QoS

10 requirements; This cluster summarises
requirements with regards to quality of
service for the data delivery.

Req_33 generic

7 requirements; This cluster summarises
all kind of rather generic requirements.
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ANALYSIS RESULTS / RECOMMENDATIONS / CONCLUSIONS

Identifying of the most promising standards (by expert judgment) Step S1b

Starting from the work done into task 7.1, which identified several standards used in different
domains based on the experience of partners, there was the need to proceed with the
evaluation of them in order to select the candidates to be proposed among guidelines in this
deliverable.
Four main topics of interest were chosen by partners as evaluation criteria:
▪ Data Model: how the standard allow to define IN2SMART domain data, data
relationship and data semantic;
▪ Data Format: how the standard allow to encode data for data exchange;
▪ Transfer: how the standard covers communication protocols for data exchange;
▪ Security: how the standard covers security aspects like authentication, authorization
and data access control;
Each partner was asked to provide two lists (white and black list) indicating preferred
standards and giving a first raw assessment based on their experience and their knowledge of
the standard.
The most voted standards, taking into account raw assessments and number of preferences,
were selected as being part of the “Short List” (see [4] see also B.2) to be further evaluated
against reference requirements see 4.3.2 (see also 4.3.1) for criteria collection and following
section for requirement evaluation).
4.4.1.1 IN2DREAMS SYNERGIES
Due to different project timings, it was not possible to consider in the task workflow (standard
pre-selection, requirement collection, assessment) inputs coming from the IN2DREAMS OC.
Of particular interest would be the IN2DREAMS workstream 2 (WP4 and WP5) which aims at
“developing the methodologies for extracting knowledge through visual and data analytics
technologies applied to railway asset data, and for exchanging information, data and models,
targeting B2B transactions, through smart contract protocols, in order to allow self-executing
contractual clauses between interested partners.” Possible synergies has been identified
between the two projects: Smart Contracts for data exchange may relate to Data Format/Data
Model/Data transfer topic, Permissioned Blockchains/Confidentiality may relate to Security
topic.
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Detailed evaluation against reference requirements Step S3

After collecting different requirements, they have been grouped depending on the topic they
were related to. It has been useful for evaluation to create subtopics grouping similar
requirements and to assess the standard against each subtopic. (see 4.3.2 Table 4; see also
[4] ).
Evaluation of standards against requirements has been carried out on keeping in mind the
distinction between the two high level use cases mentioned in section 3:
▪ continuous data exchange for data acquisition from field;
▪ off line data exchange.
The two use cases could not be evaluated together because of the different application
scenarios.
More specifically, data model does not depend on the high-level use case: it is not and must
not be dependent on the application scenario in order to ensure an easy integration and
understanding of data across the entire IN2SMART environment.
Data format could be more application scenario dependent because of constraints coming
from limited resources (e.g. bandwidth limit).
The assessment of standards related to data model and data format identified in short list led
to the decision that IN2SMART should continue the work done on In2Rail Canonical data
Model (CDM), enriching the current CDM to fulfil the needs e.g. coming from use cases
identified from IN2SMART Task 7.3.
Actual versions of examined IT standards are not able to cover as they are all reference
requirements, but the approach proposed by IN2RAIL CDM has been considered a valid
approach to grow the model incrementally.
The rest of standards, for communication layer (data transfer and security) has been assessed
and results can be found in [4] [Excel table] (see also B.3).
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5 DEFINE STANDARD FOR PROPAGATION OF DATA, INFORMATION
AND DATA STRUCTURES/MODELS
(GUIDELINE - INITIAL DRAFT OF A STANDARD) Step S4
5.1

DATA MODEL AND DATA FORMAT

5.1.1 Need for Data Integration and Canonical Data Model Pattern
The increasing need of data integration, which will grow further in coming years, is pressing in
the direction of having a shared understanding of business concepts involved within a certain
domain.
This assertion, that is true in general, is valid also in the railway domain that could leverage on
data integration in order to increase scalability and extensibility of existing systems, reduce
development effort and consequently time to market for new applications, improve system
maintainability and also provide customers with new services which make use of analytics
technologies on integrated data.
Intelligent Maintenance is one of the new services/applications that could make a significant
use of such integration.
The Canonical Data Model pattern (see [10]) represents a candidate solution for data
integration problem. It aims at enabling the interoperability between different services within a
system or between services of different systems. System components can use an internal data
representation, their internal data model, but, whenever they want to exchange data among
them they must use a common shared representation of data: this is the Canonical Data Model
(CDM).
The adoption of the CDM within an application can be obtained by choosing between different
options: from the full adoption of CDM, also for internal data representation, to the
development of mappers/translators from internal data model to CDM.

5.2

CANONICAL DATA MODEL FROM IN2RAIL

The In2Rail project identified as a founding requirement the usage of the CDM pattern for data
exchange between applications through the Integration Layer. The In2Rail Integration Layer
aims at providing a scalable and interoperable layer for data exchange between Rail Operation
Services (TMS, Asset Management, external service information integration …): the need of
having a standardized data structure for exchanged data, in order to guarantee the appropriate
level of data integration between applications, is addresses by the CDM.
The In2Rail project (WP8) analysed the existing data modelling standards to avoid starting
from scratch and found railMLv3 as the most mature in railway sector: thus railMLv3 has been
recommended as the basis for the In2Rail CDM meaning that RailMLv3 class diagrams have
been the starting point for defining the In2Rail CDM class diagrams.
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The use of the railML model allows to:
▪ drastically reduce development time of the CDM by adoption of existing modelling
patterns;
▪ leveraging of a substantive body of design work already undertaken by the railML.org
community;
▪ ensure alignment between CDM and the UIC’s IRS 30100 standard, on which the railML
model is based;
▪ provide defined mechanisms and resources for upkeep and maintenance of the core
model.
Since the beginning, it has been clear that railML data model and In2Rail CDM could not be
the same model, extensions and modifications are needed in order to fulfil project objectives.
The Figure below illustrates and summarizes the process taken from WP8 to derive from the
initial evaluations of railML to a sound proposal for an In2Rail/S2R Data Model.

General Process applied from RailML communityand which is not
standardized and no licences necessary

Use Cases of the
RailML communitiy

Model Structure
Representation in
Class Diagrams
(RailML)-Style

RailML xml schema definition (protocol
language, messages, attributes)

Protocol Language

XML

Starting point
IN2RAIL WP8 schema definition
(protocol language)

General Process applied from IN2R WP8

Functionalities
(Scope) of
IN2R WP8

IN2R Class Diagrams
Based on Experience of WP8 Experts, Class Diagrams
in RailML- Style are used to present the Structure of
the Canonical Data Model
The Model integrates usefull existing structures from
different models with IN2R elements and is flexible to
add Elements required from other services

The Design of the Integartion Layer
allows various Protocol Languages for
the schema definition (messages and
attributes) to be used from the
subscribed clients e. g. JSON, XML,
Protobuf, ASN.1, …...

Figure 9: Process towards an In2Rail/S2R Canonical Data Model
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Moreover, different projects in different IPs of the S2R initiative (e.g. IN2SMART, X2RAIL-2,
IMPACT-2) are referencing the concept of a CDM within their activities, making this topic a
cross-project matter.
For this reason, the first approach taken by In2Rail with CDM has been the definition of
fundamental modelling principles as described in the following chapter 5.2.1.
Appendix to D9.1 [10] has defined some design patterns for extending the model covering
different aspects:
▪ Static data
▪ Dynamic data
▪ Historical data
▪ Continuous/Long-term data
▪ Forecasted data
▪ Control System data
All these patterns and related example class diagrams are detailed within the above mentioned
document.
It has been agreed in In2Rail WP8 to use in the first step the railML class diagrams as many
experts involved in In2Rail WP8 are also members of the railML community and bring high
degree of experience to the table.
The elements for the class diagrams needed to cover the scope of In2Rail have been defined
and are described in D8.4 [9].
Each application has basically three options how to adapt to the CDM
▪ Apply the CDM format also for internal data representation. This may be suitable in
case of new developments.
▪ Implement a Messaging Mapper (EIP [11]), i.e. an internal module which maps data
between the applications domain objects and the CDM. This may be suitable for
migrating existing applications to the IL/AF context.
▪ Implement a Message Translator (EIP [11]), i.e. an external adaptor, receiving data
according to CDM which it relays according to some other interface specification, and
vice versa. This is suitable for adapting legacy systems without changing them at all
internally.
According to scope and objectives of CDM all data, which needs to be exchanged in the
In2Rail platform context were addressed by the Shift2Rail CDM. This includes data about
physical objects (trackside and rolling stock) and logical entities (e.g. traffic restrictions,
operational areas, crews) of the railway system, data about the control system itself and its
users, as well as external data that is relevant to the planning and execution of rail traffic.
The design patterns described in the appendix to D9.1 [10] define the guidelines how the CDM
can be gradually extended towards this goal, according to the individual needs of the different
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projects. It is the first definition of those patterns, which may be adapted during the progress of
the succeeding activities of the Shift2Rail program.
Some most important reasoning behind selection of CDM are shortly listed here:
▪ Single, shared definition of common railway data concepts
▪ Essential enabler of the interoperability between services
▪ Designed based on railML model leveraging of community effort and having alignment
with UIC’s RailTopoModel Activity (see IRS 30100)
▪ Developed by Shift2Rail experts to cover our needs
▪ Assumes extensibility of the model for future needs
▪ To be used as a basis for a number of specific data exchange formats (XML, Protobuf,
OWL, etc.)
5.2.1

Model

Defining a data model for IN2SMART means to provide a way to represent all real word
entities involved in the project context, their attributes and their relationships.
The process for the definition of the model started from the analysis of existing standards in
different sectors in D7.1. The resulting list of candidate standards was then evaluated to
provide a reduced list (a preselection list) of the most promising candidates to be checked
against requirements. The pre-selection list can be found in (see [4] [Excel table] Folder “Short
List” see also chapter 4.4.1).
Next step was to collect all requirements (see 4.3 “Chosen Analysis Procedure”) grouping
together those that were relevant for data model. Many of them came from In2Rail, but also
from other work packages of the project. Requirements related to data model covered several
topics: from general concerns related to flexibility, extendibility concepts to more detailed
descriptions of entities and attributes that should be represented by the model.
The cross-check with requirements highlighted that at the state of the art neither standard in
the pre-selection list nor in the extended list is able to cover the whole set of requirements,
especially many of the more detailed one. Whatever choice would not be a ready to use
solution but it would need extensions.
Nevertheless it is worth to note that many of general requirements have been already
considered within In2Rail CDM definition and the defined modelling procedure goes into the
same direction that IN2SMART CDM should go.
Guidelines about the model are to not invent anything from scratch but to take legacy from
In2Rail CDM, its modelling rules and its model as a reference for the IN2SMART data model.
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In2Rail WP8 has established the following fundamental modelling principles for the Shift2Rail
CDM:
▪ Model Driven Architecture. The CDM is to be a platform independent model, defined in
a UML class diagram. It is to define the entities, their attributes and their relations,
without being concerned about exactly how this is to be implemented in an application.
From this, many platform specific implementations, e.g. a transmission format, a
database schema or a software module, can be derived.
▪ Incremental growth. We cannot hope to cover all present and future needs of all railwayrelated systems in the first CDM release. Instead, it will grow incrementally according to
user needs. Each Shift2Rail project will define their own part of the CDM, based on their
use cases. The CDM will have a structure where data can be easily added, without
disrupting the existing definitions.
▪ Adaptable. Each conceivable piece of information cannot be included in the model. The
model itself shall cover generic aspects of commonly used entities. For local
specialisations, there shall be a defined method for extending the model.
▪ Divisibility. Equally important to incremental and local extensibility is to be able to
structure the complete model in divisible parts, for example by namespaces or modules.
Application developers should not be concerned about model complexity outside the
needs of their individual applications.
▪ Consistent design patterns. When the model is extended, for new use cases or for local
adaptations, it needs to be done in a coherent and consistent way. For this reason, the
design patterns to use are documented in [10].
From the modelling perspective the CDM is developed according to the principles of Object
Oriented Design (OOD). Each real-life entity is modelled as an object. Data about the entity
are attributes of the object. The “template” describing objects of the same type is a class.
Hence, the class lists a set of attributes, while the object (an instance of the class) fills the
attributes with individual values. The class is part of the data model, while the object is part of
a data set, based on the model.
Inheritance is used, meaning that one class may inherit the attribute set of a base class and
then add its own attributes, thereby creating a specialisation. If the base class models a
category of entities, the inherited class models a narrower subcategory.
Aggregation is used to form an ownership hierarchy, where each class is contained by another
class, making the complete data model into a tree structure of classes (not to be confused with
the inheritance hierarchy, which may also form tree structures).
More detailed parts of the tree are presented in In2Rail D8.4 [9]. The work on data model will
be continued in X2RAIL-2 WP6 Task 2 and IMPACT-2 WP7 to cover the extended scope of
these projects.
The model defines an ownership hierarchy as a tree structure, where each object except the
model root is contained by one specific other object.
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There are distinguished five levels under the root in the ownership hierarchy:
/domain/view/container/object/parts. Deviations to this pattern are allowed and may be
necessary in some cases. The significance of the different levels is as follows:
▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

The domain of knowledge (in railML v3) is currently either Infrastructure, Timetable,
Rollingstock or Interlocking. Additional domains should be defined if (and only if) there is
a need to model data that is outside of all the existing domains. The addition of domains
must be discussed with the core coordination team and the community;
A view collects data about a specific aspect of the domain that is of interest to a
particular group of use cases, but can safely be excluded at other times. Current views
in the Infrastructure domain are Topology, Geometry, FunctionalInfrastructure and
PhysicalAssets. Further views are suggested in the specific patterns detailed in the
following sections. New use cases may result in new views, again, these should be
discussed with the core coordination team;
A container represents a type of objects within a view that are functionally different
from the objects in other containers. Example containers in FunctionalInfrastructure are
switches, crossings, tracks, signals, etc.;
An object represents a physical or logical entity of the type indicated by the container.
Note that one real life entity may be represented by objects in multiple views (e.g. a
switch will have one projection in FunctionalInfrastructure and another in
PhysicalAssets);
Optionally, a complex object may be decomposed into parts (e.g. a switch in the
PhysicalAssets view consists of motor, rods, points etc, all of which will have their own
attributes). If necessary, decomposition may be repeated, adding more part levels.
However, this possibility should be used with caution so as not to create unnecessary
complexity.
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Figure 10: Data model tree structure illustration
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To access particular object within defined tree the proper referencing methods have to be
defined. Also, objects must be able to reference each other, across the tree structure. In data
management terms, is needed to establish a structure of key/value pairs, where the value is
the data structure representing the object, and the key is the identity that enables an API to
locate the desired object.
This referencing method requires that the identifier of the object is known. More efficient
proposed method of referencing is usage path expression based on the objects position in the
data tree structure. In such situation the search path can be extended with object identifier,
however can be used also when the identifier of the object is not known at all.
Another concept is related to limiting access to some data to specific systems and/or specific
users. This may be due to legal, contractual, operational, intellectual properties or other
reasons. But making that kind of limitations on the level of individual objects would be
impractical. There is a need to define groups of data, for which it becomes logical to either
allow or block access to the whole group. Such a group of data is defined as a topic.
Technically, a topic is a representation of a composition relation in the data model tree, which
can be addressed by a key.
Process of designing topics is closely tied to defining the data model, and the two activities
need to be performed iteratively. The data model needs to be structured according to the
desired topics, but the topics cannot be set before the data model contents are known.
Normally topic would correspond to a “view” in the data model, as described above.
In relation to topics content-based filtering can be used – the process of selecting messages
for reception and processing. This is a way to limit number of messages subscribers need
receive in the publish-subscribe model.
More detailed information about CDM concepts can be found in the appendix to D9.1 [10]
As stated in previous section, the concept of CDM and also the need for a CDM is arising also
in other projects within S2R, together with the need not to waste time and resources in defining
each one’s own data model. Thus, the next logical step should be to encourage the birth of a
S2R CDM.
Going back to the project scope, next steps related to the model should be to start enriching it
taking into account the identified use cases within the project and to perform a gap analysis
between what is already within the model and what is needed for use cases data
representation and e.g. for demonstration purpose of T7.3.
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File Format

The separation between data model and data format has been introduced 4.3. While data
model is the representation of conceptual entities within the domain, their attributes and
relations among them, data format represents the encoding of the model to be transmitted on
wire or stored on a physical data storage.
Different formats with different characteristics have been considered in In2Rail and the choice
about their usage is dependent on the application context and specific application
requirements (e.g. bandwidth requirements). All of them are valid alternatives as long as they
allow an easy mapping of the canonical data model.
Considered formats within In2Rail are:
▪ XML
▪ JSON
▪ Protobuf (Protocol buffers)
Other formats that should be considered and evaluated are:
▪ NetCDF [FileFormat1]
▪ HDF5 [FileFormat2]
These five standard formats are all valid candidates for encoding the defined model. Each of
them has some advantages and some weak points in relation with expressivity, querying
capabilities, extendibility and performance. The usage of one format instead of the others must
be evaluated depending on the application context.
It is worth to note that, independently from the selected format, the underlying model remain
the same, allowing different applications to refer to the same entities even if using different
formats.
These five standard formats can be subdivided into two groups, binary exchange formats and
textual exchange formats. The formats XML and JSON are text based formats, which means
that the data content is saved in a textual form. The advantage of such a format is, that its
content can be visualised in a common text editor program. The main disadvantage of such a
format is that the file size is very large compared with binary exchange formats.
Textual exchange formats are often used as an exchange format in diverse webservices, as
configuration files for different applications. Besides the fact that XML and JSON can be
visualised and edited in a text editor, such a file can also be validated be using a Schema
Validation document such as Document Type Definition (DTD) or XML Schema Definition
(XSD).
The three formats Protobuf, NetCDF and HDF5 are binary exchange formats. The content is
saved in a binary representation. The main advantage is that the file size, compared to textual
formats is very small, which is very important for the handling (read, write, copy) of large
datasets. The disadvantage of such a format is that it can only be read or written by using
specific libraries and is not human interpretable.
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Textual exchange formats are not ideal for storing high frequent measuring data (time series
data) as well as digital images, for example. The main reason is their file size. For that reason
three binary exchange formats are identified to be considered as possible options for
transferring and storing large-volume data sets such as measured sensor data and images.
When using a binary exchange format such as the above listed formats, the use of a library for
reading and writing files is necessary. The availability of such libraries for commonly used
programming languages is crucial for a high accessibility and acceptance of a binary file format
for data exchange. In an ideal case, the necessary libraries are open-source and free of
charge to support widespread application. Next to the libraries free tools for exploration,
visualisation as well as validation of such file contents are important.
For all three identified binary file formats comprehensive libraries are available. For all three
formats libraries can be integrated to the important programming languages C++, Java and
Python, which are commonly used in diverse software implementations. These libraries and
the file standards itself are free for use. For each data format the available libraries also
provide interfaces for other programming languages and tools such as:
▪
▪
▪

Protobuf[FileFormat3]: PHP , Objective-C , C# , Ruby , JavaScript, Go, Python
NetCDF[FileFormat4]: Ada, IDL, Matlab, Perl, R, Ruby, Tcl/Tk
HDF5[FileFormat5]: Python,.NET, Fortran, Matlab, R, LabVIEW, Julia, Mathematica

There are also free tools for visualisation of the data content available for the three different
exchange formats.
There are tools for validating the created files itself (file structure) available for all three
exchange formats. Nevertheless, there are no tools to directly validate the data model that is
modelled on top of the file structure, as for example the CDM model. To validate a CDM
dataset represented with one of the three file exchange formats, a tool would have to be
implemented or eventually done by converting the data content in XML and validating it with a
CDM DTD or XSD file.
Concerning the compression feature, besides the fact that binary files are much smaller than
text files, the HDF5 format can further compress the data by applying data compression
algorithms. Depending on the selected compression mode, a loss of information (e. g.
decreased accuracy of floating-point numbers) is introduced. Since the data storage layer from
NetCDF is de facto HDF5, it also supports compression. Protobuf does not support
compression out-of-the-box.
There is no security feature such as login/password for accessing any of the three file formats,
so that any file in this format can be easily opened. A workaround would be compressing the
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created file in a zip file which is password protected or using other encryption technologies on
for files.
The file size is an important feature when considering storing large datasets of high frequency
measuring data. Protobuf has a limit of only 2 Gigabyte per file, while there is no limit for a
HDF5 file size. The NetCDF Version 4 format, which is the actual version of NetCDF and is
based on HDF5, there is also no limit concerning the file size, only the file system support
beneath the file.
The unsupported features such as password protection or validation can be provided by using
other technologies in combination with e. g. HDF5.
After evaluating the three binary file formats, the HDF5 format has the more promising set of
features for file-based exchange of CDM data. These features are listed below:
▪ No file size limitation
▪ Free available tools and libraries
▪ Compact
▪ Can be compressed
▪ Parallel access of HDF5 files
▪ ODBC connector
▪ HDF5 server for transferring data over a REST interface
The ODBC connector is a HDF5 tool for querying the content of a file using SQL Queries, the
HDF5 server is also a tool that allows transferring HDF5 content data over a HTTP REST
interface.
Table 5: Format Overview

Format
Type
HDF5
Binary
netCDF
Binary
ProtoBuff Binary
XML
Textual
JSON
Textual
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validation
No
No
No
DTD, XSD
JSON
Schema

Max. file size
No restriction
No restriction
2Gb
No restriction
No restriction
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OPEN PLATFORM COMMUNICATIONS UNIFIED ARCHITECTURE
Assessment results

The final reference list of requirements for “DRIMS open standard interfaces” comprises
requirements from managing harmonized and standardized diagnostic information for day to
day maintenance tasks as well as requirements to cope with data mining and data analytics
(Big Data Platform).
The Intelligent Asset Management Strategies are the main priority here for the overall
intelligent, innovative and smart maintenance of Assets. However having harmonized and
standardized diagnostic information of the signalling systems and assets etc. is nonetheless
the basis and pre-condition. This represents the use case of continues data exchange.
By using OPC UA the majority of requirements could be already very well covered (see [4]
[Excel table] Folder “Assessment”) and the remaining requirements with regards to the data
model and data content should be covered if being compliant to CDM.
OPC UA and CDM together seem to be quite complementary to each other and could build a
very well technical symbiosis.
Finally the railway specific common data model and data format based on Canonical Data
model would be needed to be integrated into OPC UA e.g. by deriving the necessary
specification and writing the corresponding companion specification for OPC UA.
5.3.2

Status Quo and way forward

The standard “Open Platform Communications Unified Architecture” (OPC UA) is increasingly
establishing itself in the field of machine and plant engineering (see [6]).
OPC UA is an open interface standard that defines the mechanisms of cooperation e.g. in an
industrial environment. It enables to integrate products, assets and applications by information
and communications technologies (ICT). Corresponding assets can be redesigned and
adopted as required by plug & work - irrespective of which manufacturers the assets and
components originate. Condition monitoring, predictive maintenance and the optimization of
intelligent asset management can be implemented independent of the manufacturer.
Intelligent Innovative Smart Maintenance of Assets approaches are based on harmonised or
even standardized and consistent exchange of information across all layers of the IAMS (see
Figure 2 and 3 above).
The IEC Standard Open Platform Communications Unified Architecture is a promising
approach for the implementation of this consistent information exchange.
For this reason, OPC UA is a major candidate for a future open standard interface for
maintenance data. The goal of the corresponding guideline would be to introduce features of
OPC UA and possible migration strategies6.

6

The information herein with regards to guideline and migration strategies are based and derived from the
general communication guideline based on OPC UA document (see [6]).
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It should be noted that OPC UA is not just another standard for real-time communication.
Instead, OPC UA establishes an additional communication channel between “existing system
islands” that were separated until now.
The main task of OPC UA would be the transmission of information for new services rather
than replacing existing protocols. OPC UA can be seen as only a tool for the implementation of
new customer scenarios but many of these scenarios can only be implemented based on a
vendor-independent and interoperable exchange of information.
Additionally, the integration effort should be reasonable.
OPC UA has been designed with all these requirements in mind. The assessment results (see
[4] [Excel table] Folder “Assessment”) showing a very good covering of the reference list of
requirements could be seen as justification for that assumption/statement.
In addition to OPC UA’s base functionality, the implementation across all layers of the IAMS
should focus on the usage and development of the railway specific information models based
on the canonical data model. In general information models provide information about
processes or assets in a standardized manner, including not only the specific data, but also
metadata, e.g. data source, quality, and interconnections etc. In general the effort for the
integration of the railway specific systems and the connection to data analytics and
optimization tools can only be reduced by means of the corresponding standardised
information models.
Various branch-specific information models are already being standardized for OPC UA. For
this OPC UA offers an opportunity for the rapid implementation of new customer requirements
and new value-added services for producers and equipment manufacturers.
From this it follows that the task would be to define for the railway specific branch the common
data model and data format based on Canonical Data Model and to standardize and integrate
it into OPC UA.
5.3.3

Migration strategy

OPC UA does not refer to yet another industrial communication solution for real-time process
and control data. It complements the existing solutions and is based on fundamental new
concepts, such as service-oriented architecture (SOA) and information models for the
description of devices and their capabilities. SOA allows components, assets, and systems to
be more flexible because they are not configured and engineered for a specific given task, but
rather offer their capabilities as services.
The open platform communication simplifies the integration of components, assets and
systems and enables increases in efficiency based on simple connections to condition
monitoring and optimization systems. These connections do not depend on existing fieldbus or
real-time communication systems. In addition, the use case plug & work allows for a more
flexible integration of assets and components. This feature saves time and costs.
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The open standard Open Platform Communications Unified Architecture (OPC UA) is specified
in IEC 625417 and fulfils all requirements to Industry 4.0 communication. Industry 4.0
communication is not an abstract future concept. It already exists with OPC UA.
5.3.3.1

First Migration Step

In a first step, OPC UA is used as a uniform communication interface for information access.
Variables provided by assets and components can be found and manually subscribed to.
For example, the use case condition monitoring can be implemented based on these variables
(see Figure 11: Toolbox UPC UA).
The communication based on OPC UA can be implemented step by step.
Basic prerequisite for communication based on OPC UA is a network based on the Internet
Protocol (IP). If an IP based network exists, OPC UA can be used as a uniform interface to
access information from assets and components from different manufacturers. For example,
condition monitoring systems can access information from components via Industry 4.0
communication. In a first step, relevant parameters for asset or system monitoring are
manually integrated into the condition monitoring system. This approach is already beneficial
compared to today’s integration via many different communication solutions.
With regard to IT security, access rights must be configured and certificates must be managed
for each IAMS. Certificates are needed to verify the identity of OPC UA applications
(authentication). OPC UA applications have to trust each other in order to establish secure
connections between them. In a first step, certificates can be setup manually. Later, a IAMS
system-wide administration of certificates, a so-called Certificate Authority (CA), might be
useful.
From now on, OPC UA applications can communicate securely via OPC UA’s SOA. A user
can browse the base models, read and write variables, call methods and subscribe to events.
Communication between systems can be configured manually.
Note: The WP5.3 is supposed to demonstrate and perform a proof-of-concept for the
framework. There will be an implementation of a proxy device collecting diagnostic data from
two different legacy systems. The demonstrator is supposed to include the open standard
diagnostic interface as developed within our work package 7. If this In-lab demonstrator would
make use of communication based on OPC UA e.g. for the visualization task it would
correspond to this first migration step.
5.3.3.2

Second Migration Step

In the first migration step, an IAMS architecture operator used the toolbox OPC UA in order to
implement information access. In the second migration step, several operators and end users
of the railway system branch use the toolbox OPC UA in order to develop a standardized

7

IEC/DIN EN 62541 – OPC Unified Architecture – parts 1 – 100, 2015
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information model e.g. based on a Canonical Data Model (CDM). The standardized information
model is referred to as Companion Specification in the toolbox OPC UA.
Companion Specifications are always based on the information model for devices (Device
Integration). It describes general characteristics and functionalities of devices and in which
topologies they might operate.
See for example “Appendix A.3” explaining it a more detailed.
A railway system specific Companion Specifications would define railway specific devices,
components, assets etc and their application, e.g. field devices (e.g. a signal). The core
functionality of components and assets from different vendors/manufacturers/suppliers is
modelled equally to enable identical integration and usage of these components.
With a railway specific Companion Specification8 the use case plug & work is made
possible by using common data model and data format based on Canonical Data Model.
A new component can be integrated into IAMS easily, since standardized information is
available, which does not differ from manufacturer to manufacturer.
5.3.3.3

Third Migration Step

An OPC UA server can contain multiple information models. In addition to several Companion
Specifications, these can also be manufacturer specific extensions. Apart from standardized
information models and a manufacturer-independent basic set of information, there can also
be differentiation characteristics for Industry 4.0 communication.
For example, specific products can offer specific functions e.g. for optimization. These
functions can be based on experience and proprietary knowledge of the manufacturers, which
are not supposed or likely to be standardized. The extended information model only includes
information that the manufacturer would like to offer explicitly. In an OPC UA information
model, information can be explicitly protected against unauthorized access.
This way, also components, assets and systems can differ in terms of their performance and
data exchange. It is not intended or likely probable to standardize all aspects of the products,
assets and components with regards to their data sharing. Expertise of components and
assets manufacturers e.g. functions for development and optimization of their products and
components can be granularly protected by role-based authorization in OPC UA.
5.3.4

Requirements

Industry 4.0 communication based on OPC UA is not only found on the communication layer,
but also on the information layer where OPC UA’s information models are located.

8

For example EUROMAP77 (see [7]) is a uniform information model for plastic and rubber machines and is a
suitable example for the explanation of steps required for the development of a Companion Specification.
Another example with less formal reference to a companion specification but with more railway specific issues
can be found in Appendix A2 and A3 describing Eulynx data modelling using UML and in relation with OPC UA.
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The information model is a key concept and the foundation for Industry 4.0 communication.
The information model includes operating instructions for components, assets and equipment.
Human beings, as well as devices can use these operating instructions.
The information model consists of a network of different objects that can represent user data,
as well as meta- and runtime-information. Thus, the information model might include device
information, process variables, and asset capabilities. Other devices or users can read and
interpret these objects. In addition to read or write access, methods can be used in order to
trigger actions, e.g. to “power on” a component. Additionally, it is possible to be notified of any
changes by means of events.
In general the communication must be secure. Using IT security mechanisms, information can
be protected against unauthorized access or manipulation, thus protecting copyright and
preventing damage. During the development of an information model, it is possible to limit the
amount of information, so that only information required for interoperability is exchanged.
Different access rights can be granted to different users in order to define which information
they can read and write.
5.3.5
▪

Use Case: Continuous data exchange
Continuous data exchange means that maintenance data has to be delivered from the
infrastructure through the integration layer to the enhanced functionality like asset status
analytics. This involves that the target solution includes a specification for an IT
interface.

Railway and Infrastructure operators can use features of Industry 4.0 communication in order
to monitor the condition of their infrastructure (data analytics, condition monitoring). For this,
they have standardized access to a variety of information based on current data, e.g. energy
consumption, ambient temperature, or using status. Additionally, they can provide all available
information to (mobile) devices of their customers (e.g. a maintenance engineer). This already
simplifies maintenance and adjustments of the assets. Thus, overall efficiency of a railway
system can be increased.
All available diagnostic and maintenance information can be used by data analytics tools to
extract behavioural models, which can be compared to real operation. Such models support
the detection of deviations due to faulty operation or incipient errors. These data analytics tools
and functions use the standardized fieldbus-independent Industry 4.0 communication to get all
required inputs and to forward feedback (please compare with Figure 2).
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5.3.6

OPC UA toolbox for Open standard Interfaces for Maintenance Data including
models

Communication with OPC UA
Transport

User Requirements

Security

Information
Access

Setup and
configure the
network

Support People

Operate and Maintain
the Railway System

Railway System
Engineering

Integrate assets into
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in a simple way

Migration step 2

Migration step 3

Manage
Configure
certificates and
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access rights
Certificate
Authority (CA)

IP Communication

Structured information
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Extended
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Condition Monitoring
Migration step 1

Operator
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Companion
Specification

Certificates
and access
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field devices in a secure
and interoperable way
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Model
information

Canonical Data
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RailML,
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AutoID

Device Integration
Objects & Types:
Variables,
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Figure 11: Toolbox UPC UA
The toolbox OPC UA depicted in Figure above includes the following columns from left to right:
▪ Transport
▪ Security
▪ Information Access
▪ Companion Specification
▪ Extended Information Model
The degree of completion of Industry 4.0 communication increases from left to right.
5.3.6.1

Transport

The transport layer implements information access by using different communication protocols
and communication types, all of which are based on the internet protocol (IP). OPC UA
therefore requires a network infrastructure that enables IP communication. OPC UA is
compatible to IPv4 and IPv6. In the future, OPC UA will support deterministic communication
via Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN).
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Currently, OPC UA is based on the communication patterns client-server and publishsubscribe. OPC UA applications can use both types of communication in parallel.
An OPC UA application can be a server, client, publisher, and subscriber at the same time.
The discovery functionality makes it possible to find OPC UA servers and their functionalities.
The client-server communication implements a direct data exchange between the client and
the server, in which the receipt of a message is confirmed. The publish-subscribe communication type is suitable for indirect data exchange in which the sender and receiver do not
have to know each other and do not have to be active at the same time. Publish-subscribe is
suitable for scenarios where a large number of senders communicate with one receiver (e.g.
condition and diagnostic data monitoring) or scenarios where one sender communicates with
several receivers.
5.3.6.2

Security

Security is a key element of OPC UA and has been taken into account from the very
beginning. Security mechanisms cover the transport layer, the information access, and the
discovery mechanism. The security mechanisms require the administration of certificates and
access rights. Certificates enable the authentication of OPC UA applications in order to prove
their identity. Certificates can be managed either for each OPC UA application, or by means of
a company-wide public-key infrastructure (PKI). A PKI can issue, distribute, and test
certificates.
5.3.6.3

Information Access

Information access includes method calls to read and write variables and to observe events.
5.3.6.4

Companion Specification and Extended Information Model

An information model is a network of nodes and relationships between these nodes. The
nodes may represent different complex objects with different characteristics, e.g. devices,
assets and systems.
In OPC UA, objects can contain variables, methods and events. The OPC UA information
model can represent arbitrary hierarchies. In addition, there are types and instances of nodes.
Nodes can be standardized with types. This enables information access independent of
specific node instances. For example, a type “point machine”, which include all the general
variables, methods and events of a point machine. The type and instances of this type are both
part of the information model. Thus, an OPC UA application is able to understand any complex
node without having to know them beforehand.
Example:
Manufacturer A and manufacturer B implement the same type of point machine. The two
implementations represent two different instances. Uniform information access is implemented
via the same type for both manufacturers. A manufacturer-specific information access is not
necessary. This allows applications to be developed independent from devices, components
and systems. For example, a point machine can include a method „start moving”, a variable
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“current power consumption”, and an event “end location reached”.
The figure below maps the previously described elements of the toolbox into logical layers of
the OPC UA specification.
Information Models
Extented Information Models

Companion Specifications (CDM)

Device Integration
Information Access
Discovery

Transport Layer

Basic functions

Figure 12: Logical layers of OPC UA
Information models are made available via the previously described information access. OPC
UA applications can provide information models as servers or publishers and use them as
clients or subscribers. The transport layer level describes the technical realization of the
information access level and the discovery level describes possibilities to list OPC UA servers.
OPC UA servers are used on devices, such as field devices, controllers, desktop computers,
or IT servers.
Figure 12 shows three categories of OPC UA information models: the information model for
devices, the Companion Specifications, and the extended information models. The information
model for devices and their integration (Device Integration) forms the basis for Companion
Specifications and extended information models. It includes a device model (features and
functionalities), a communication model (topology of communication) and an integration model
(rules for the integration of devices).
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Implementation-oriented Challenges

The open standard OPC UA can be obtained free of charge. This applies to the specifications
as well as to example implementations in different programming languages. However, it should
be noted that OPC UA implementations can differ in functionality. One can use the profiles
listed in the table below in order to classify OPC UA implementations with regard to supported
functionalities. For example, some implementations support IT security mechanisms (UASecurity) and methods.
Table 6: OPC UA Profiles (Full Featured)

Nano Embedded Device
Server Profile

Limited functionality only for the smallest devices, e.g. sensors
and actuators. Only one connection, but without UA security, no
subscriptions and no method calls possible.

Micro Embedded Device
Server Profile

Restricted functionality, at least two parallel connections,
additional subscriptions and data monitoring, but no UA security
and no method calls.

Embedded UA
Server Profile

Basic functionalities of OPC UA are available plus UA security
and method calls.

Standard UA
Server Profile

Includes all functionalities for secure information access including
UA security. No alarms and no history. PC based servers should
support at least this profile.

The sample implementation from the OPC Foundation is provided free of charge and can be
used in order to evaluate the technology. This implementation makes no claim to
completeness or product maturity. To use it in one’s own use case- specific solutions is
therefore associated with increased efforts.
Numerous companies provide commercial support for the implementation of OPC UA. Offers
range from trainings, workshops, consulting, and support to professionally maintained and
product-tested tool kits. Toolkits abstract functionalities via simple interfaces and offer a
suitable starting point for inexperienced users. Toolkits can be tested by the OPC Foundation
and their conformity to the specification can be certified (conformance tests). The use of
development and toolkits can entail license costs.
As this guideline shows it might be advisable to participate in the development of
Companion Specifications for the railway systems.
The OPC Foundation provides access to working groups and provides an early insight into
new trends and enhancements, including active participation in the definition of Companion
Specifications.
The OPC UA Foundation will offer a certification of OPC UA Companion Specifications to
ensure interoperability.
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WEB FEATURE SERVICE

The Web Feature Service (WFS) is an open standard for managing geo-referenced data, and
provides features for managing static, dynamic as well as time based data. WFS was defined
by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) not only for exchanging geographic information but
also creating and modifying the data.
The WFS specification is available in [13] for free and specifies how the web service should
behave. Currently available are the WFS specifications 1.0.0, 1.1.0 and 2.0, a brief description
of the differences between those versions will be described in this chapter. There are different
free and commercial client and server implementations that provide WFS webservices based
on the specification. Some frameworks that provide WFS interfaces are GeoServer,
MapServer, ArcGIS, OpenLayers, QGIS and others.
The WFS is currently being used in diverse companies and research institutions such as ESRI,
DLR, Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD), NASA and others.
5.4.1 Standard
The WFS standard version (1.0.0) was first developed in 2002, alongside with the OGC
Geometry Markup Language(GML) [14] 2.1.2 which is the data payload model used in WFS.
The GML Version 2.1.2 supports the modelling of primitive geometries such as points, lines
and polygons, which means that the WFS version 1.0.0 supports only this type of geometries.
This version supports five operations:
1) GetCapabilities: This operation returns the available feature types and each operation
supported by each feature type.
2) DescribeFeatureType: This operation is used to get the description from any available
feature type in the service.
3) GetFeature: This operation is used to request features (with filters) from the webservice
and return the payload in GML Format.
4) Transaction: The transaction operation is used to create, edit and delete features.
5) LockFeature: Using the LockFeature operation it is possible to lock a feature during a
transaction, by this way avoiding that features are changed at the same time.
Version 1.0.0 is deprecated, since it was replaced in 2005 by version 1.1.0 which uses the
GML version 3.1.1. One of the big advantages of the new GML version is that it can also
model more advanced geometries such as curves, surfaces, n-dimension sets such as time
and elevation. Another key feature is that the 1.1.0 specification also specifies the use of the
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) communication protocol.
There are also 2 new operations available:
1) GetGmlObject: Used for retrieving specific object instances.
2) GetFeatureLock: Operates similar to the GetFeature operation, but also request a
feature lock for presumably changing the feature
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The latest WFS specification is WFS 2.0, which is a major release that was made available in
2010. This version supports GML version 3.2, temporal filters and has the following five new
operations available:
1) GetPropertyValue: Replaces the GetGmlObject operation
2) CreateStoredQuery: Create a stored query
3) ListStoredQueries: List the available stored queries
4) DescribeStoredQueries: Describe a specific stored query
5) DropStoredQueries: Delete a specific stored query
The table below describes the features/operations available per WFS version.
Table 7: Features/operations available per WFS version

Feature/Operation

WFS 1.0.0

WFS 1.1.0

WFS 2.0

Status

Deprecated

Available

Available

Release Date

2002

2005

2010

SOAP

X

Yes

Yes

GML Version

2.1.2

3.1.1 / 2.1.2

3.2 / 3.1.1

Data Format

XML

XML

XML

Filter Encoding

FES 1.0

FES 1.1

FES 2.0

GetCapabilities

Yes

Yes

Yes

DescribeFeatureType

Yes

Yes

Yes

GetFeature

Yes

Yes

Yes

Transaction

Yes

Yes

Yes

LockFeature

Yes

Yes

Yes

GetGmlObject

No

Yes

Deprecated

GetFeatureLock

No

Yes

Yes

GetPropertyValue

No

No

Yes

CreateStoredQuery

No

No

Yes

ListStoredQueries

No

No

Yes

DescribeStoredQueries No

No

Yes

DropStoredQueries

No

Yes

No

The data format specified in the standard documentation is the XML format, which means that
requests and responses are in the XML format. There are WFS implementations that also
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support other data formats, which will be described in chapter 5.4.2 The data model defined in
the specification is the GML data model, again WFS implementations also support other data
models which also will be described in chapter 5.4.2.
GML is a XML grammar for expressing geographical features with the following available
primitives:
▪ Feature
▪ Time
▪ Geometry
▪ Topology
▪ Coordinate reference system
▪ Dynamic feature
▪ Coverage
▪ Unit of measure
▪ Observations
▪ Directions
▪ Map representation styling rules
The GML grammar can be restricted by using profiles in cases where only a part of the GML
grammar should be used. Extensions, known as application schemas for modelling application
specific data models can also be added to GML. Publicly available extension schemas for
GML are for example CityGML, OGC SensorML or OGC Observation and Measurements. A
GML extension for the Canonical Data Model (CDM) could also be evaluated and eventually
implemented as a GML extension.

5.4.2 Implementations
WFS a freely accessible standard and implementations are available in many different server
and client frameworks. Based on the implementation, different features and extensions of the
standard are available. Some of the data exchange and data security features evaluated in this
task are not specified in the WFS standard but may be (can be made) available by use of
certain software and hardware implementations.
The table below shows a few server and client implementations and related features.
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Table 8: Server implementations of the WFS standard

Feature /
Framework

GeoServer

MapServer

ArcGIS

QGIS-Server

Free

Free

Commercial

Free

WFS Versions
Available

1.0.0 , 1.1.0 , 2.0.0

1.0.0 , 1.1.0 , 2.0.0

1.0.0 , 1.1.0 , 1.0.0
2.0.0

Transactional
Feature

Yes

No

Yes

Business Model

Yes

Output formats

GML2,
GML3, GML2,
GML3, GML2,
GML2
and
Shape File, JSON, others
over GML3, KML, others over
JSONP,
CSV, extensions
JSON,
extensions
others
over
Shape File
extensions

Service security

Implemented
at Not implemented
service level, rule
based.

User/rule
based

Not
implemented

Table 9: Client implementations of the WFS standard

Feature /
Framework
Business Model
WFS Versions
Support

QGIS Client

OpenLayers

ArcGIS

Leaflet

Free

Free

Commercial

Free

1.0.0 , 1.1.0 , 2.0.0

1.1.0

1.0.0 , 1.1.0 , 1.0.0 , 1.1.0 ,
2.0.0
2.0.0

Data security is not part of the WFS specification, but is implemented on the server side in
different ways. It can be realised through a rule/user based system, restrictions in a webserver
such as Apache or a different user access framework configured between the client and the
server.
Data exchange characteristics are the use of features (similar to topics) to filter or access
different types of data such as weather stations, bridge or rail information. A 24/7 availability is
again an implementation feature, with regard of the software maturity and quality. A near-realtime is possible but depends on the implemented software/hardware architecture. The use of
transactions also allows editing, changing and deleting of the data content on the server side.
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The data format available by the specification is XML, but different WFS implementations
support different data formats. Examples of other data formats which are available are CSV
and JSON. The server’s WFS implementations can also access distributed and heterogeneous
sources and return the data in a standardised format. One example is that a GeoServer can
simultaneously access data from a database, an ESRI Shapefile saved in the server file
system and a KML file located on a remote server.
Concerning the data model, the official data model used for output is GML, but based on the
WFS implementation, other data models are available which the ESRI Shapefile is one
example.

5.4.3 Use Case: Managing geo-referenced data
WFS is a standard which was specified for managing geo-referenced data such as trajectories,
static elements such as buildings, dynamic objects such as near-real-time telemetry
information from vehicles or stations. There are geospatial filters such as bounding-box filter
for filtering on a certain spatial extent. Also timeslot filters are available for filtering telemetry
data in a specific timeframe. The combination of geospatial and timeslot filters makes it
possible to request a very specific dataset in a big data context, which is a very important
feature in managing geo-referenced data. The payload data model itself can also be
specialized by means of GML extensions. It is possible to get CityGML and SensorML data as
output format from WFS for example.
5.4.4 Conclusion
The WFS standard is widespread and used in diverse GIS server implementations for
exchanging geo-referenced information such as infrastructure elements, measuring data from
weather stations or dynamic vehicles in diverse areas.
By using GML extensions for OGC SensorML, CityGML and others, it is possible to extend the
application possibilities, even a GML CDM extension is one possible approach for using the
WFS standard for providing a machine-2-machine communication and exchange of data.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
The objective of the WP7 “DRIMS Open Standard Interfaces” was to develop a guideline for
Open Standard Interfaces for Maintenance Data including models.
The objective of Task 7.2 “Standardisation of open data in the Shift2Rail framework” is to
inherit, elaborate, modify, and extract the best practices to define a standard data format.
Another objective was to define and provide a standard interface for the propagation of data,
information and data structures/models throughout the Shift2Rail ecosystem.
Data Model and Data Format
There was an agreement within IN2SMART WP’s about using a standard data model as it was
(is) specified by In2Rail and supporting the idea of a Canonical Data Model. The Canonical
Data Model pattern represents the candidate solution for the data integration problem. It aims
at enabling the interoperability between different services within a system or between services
of different systems. Whenever systems want to exchange data throughout the Shift2Rail
ecosystem they must use a common shared representation of data: this is supposed to be the
Canonical Data Model (CDM).
The concept of CDM and also the need for a CDM is arising also in other projects within
Shift2Rail. From this it follows the next logical step would be to encourage the birth of a
Shift2Rail CDM working group with the task to start enriching the CDM and filling the gaps to
build a complete railway specific data model and data format based on CDM.
The working group should aim to collaborate and align with other data modelling initiatives in
the industry, e.g. railML, sensorML, RTM (see also Appendix A.1) and EULYNX (see also
Appendix A.2).
While the data model is the representation of conceptual entities within the domain, their
attributes and relationships, the data format represents the encoding of the model to be
transmitted. For serialisation of data several serialisation languages will be necessary and will
be allowed (e.g. Protobuf, Json, XML, HDF5 …).

Data Transfer and Data Security
Based on the high level architecture (see Figure 3) two high level use cases were identified,
off line data exchange and continuous gathering of exploitable data and propagating them in
the Shift2Rail ecosystem. The former does not require a standard interface, only the format
needs to be defined in which the data will be transmitted. For the latter the Open Platform
Communications Unified Architecture (OPC UA) and generic Web Feature Services (WFS)
were assessed.
OPC UA is an open interface standard defining the mechanisms of cooperation e.g. in an
industrial environment for machine-2-machine communication. By using OPC UA the majority
of evaluated requirements could be well covered and the remaining requirements with regards
to the data model and data content could be covered if made fully compliant to the above
proposed Canonical Data Model. OPC UA and CDM together seem to be quite complementary
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to each other and could build a technical symbiosis if the above mentioned railway specific
common data model and data format would be integrated into OPC UA e.g. by deriving the
necessary specification and writing the corresponding railway specific companion specification
for OPC UA.
As a result, the task of the aforementioned Shift2Rail CDM working group would be to
collaborate with or be supported by members of the OPC-UA Foundation responsible for their
specification work.
With regards to WFS less of the assessed requirements were already considered and covered
e.g. because issues like data security is not part of the WFS specification. Nonetheless there
are ways to overcome such deficiencies.
The WFS standard is used in diverse GIS server implementations for exchanging georeferenced information such as infrastructure elements, measuring data from weather stations
or dynamic vehicles in diverse areas.
By using GML extensions for OGC SensorML, CityGML and others, it should be possible to
extend the application possibilities, even a GML CDM extension is one possible approach to
using the WFS standard for providing a machine-2-machine communication and exchange of
data.
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The folders containing the grouping/merging of requirements can be found as hidden Folders as support in the
file. The requirement allocation is anyway shown in the Folder “Requirements List”.
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APPENDIX A - CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN DATA HANDLING
A.1

Rail Topo Model (RTM)

RTM results from an initiative taken in 2013 by several railway companies. The idea emerged
in the context of the European Register of Infrastructure (RINF) works with the European
Railway Agency, lacking a robust network topology description, and from two major
requirements for day to day business performance
▪

▪

The lack of accuracy in data exchanges between partners in infrastructure design,
especially in preparation for ETCS projects to feed manufacturers (Alstom, Siemens,…)
with a precise description of track layout, geometry, linear referencing and route
description
The need for a common language between partners in works planning : capacity
planning based on routes, and resources planning based on installations

The RINF topological model is essentially linked with the needs of the interoperability directive,
and is of limited use for system planning or operations simulation.
The idea emerged to create, instead of a dedicated infrastructure model such as RINF, a
universal meta-model called “RailTopoModel”. The meta-model aims at being suitable for any
infrastructure information system, and enabling the exchange of high quality, consistent, and
reliable Data between IT systems.
A.1.1

Objectives

RTM standard allows to create, instantiate and maintain a consistent digital description of the
railway system meeting the objectives and issues of all the Railway business domains.
▪

Accurate digital description of the whole Network (including Routes,
Track geometry, etc.)
At each step of its lifecycle
Including multiple levels of referencing (linear, geographic) and usage
(macro, meso, micro)

Functional
Description

▪
▪

Asset
Management

▪
▪
▪

Being able to take over “as built” drawings
Support asset management, maintenance planning
Using one consistent set of permanently updated information

Operational
aspect

▪
▪
▪

Support traffic and operating simulation
Hence, support simulation of power supply and signaling too
Special interests for ETCS and next innovative changes (e.g.
Automatic Train Operation).
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Concepts and fundaments

Topology answers the question “what railway network element is connected to what other
network element”, regardless of connection type, scale or level of detail. The “topology” used
by RTM rests on a graph model developed in a PhD Thesis in 2008-2009. The fundamental
idea is to represent the network as a graph where every element is a NODE, instead of the
usual approach “lines = edges” and “stations = nodes”. Edges are now used to describe
precisely the type of relations between nodes.

Figure 13: Network as a Graph
Such a way is both simple and counter-intuitive, but immensely helpful. This allows a
consistent description of the railway network, whatever could be the level of detail of the
modelling: components, assets, routes and network. The graph model does not make any
assumption about the nature of the network or the type of relations.
A.1.3

Structuring the modelling

In order to structure the modelling approach, and ensure consistent enough results, RTM
project decided to disentangle concepts and group them into separate packages. The following
figure illustrates the current packages with their main purpose.

Figure 14: Modelling packages
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This ensures that the model is semantically clean and can be maintained on a long time
horizon. This also ensures a significant level of flexibility: models can be coupled “flexibly” with
other models, such as those currently developed by EULYNX for Signaling. By putting abstract
classes or interfaces at the disposal of others, links can be established without the need for
mutual micro-management. Models using RTM are also much less sensitive to standard
changes and improvements.
A.1.4

Coordination with other initiatives and approaches

RTM project is managed in connection with different initiatives, launched beside the project but
sharing some common issues and goals.
The figure below presents the main coordination launched by/with RTM:

Figure 15: Main coordination launched by/with RTM
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

UIC RTM - BSI IFC Rail : MOU signed (Common Data Dictionary for Rail)
UIC RTM - Eulynx Consortium : MOU in the works (RTM as foundation or Eulynx UML
model)
BSI IFC Rail – Eulynx Consortium : Eulynx in charge of Signaling Data Dictionary
UIC RTM – OGC LandInfra: Analysis/Report from IGN/OGC for convergence
BSI IFC – OGC LandInfra : IFC Alignment fully based on OGC LandInfra

RTM foundation includes all requirements for geospatial and geometry, soon to be aligned with
OGC LandInfra and IFC Rail
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One first use case for RTM is geometry and infrastructure description for ETCS project data
preparation (no room for interpretation on both network topology, infrastructure description,
routes and signaling)
The ongoing project for convergence between 3 major projects (RTM, IFC Rail, Eulynx) in rail
digital modeling will be a robust foundation for digital continuity (BIM level 3) to foster business
performance.
A.1.5

Example of existing implementation by Infrastructure Manager

SNCF Réseau has worked since 2011 to develop its global model for railways business
objects, Ariane Model, based on the same principles as RTM. Ariane Model now covers the
description of all functional objects and properties of the network, at track and lines levels,
including topology, referencing and topography for all the technical domains (see following
figure).

Figure 16: ARIANE Railways Object Model
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In parallel, the traffic management and works (engineering-maintenance projects) life cycle
objects have been added to Ariane, so it will at the end include all objects related to
Infrastructure Management and Operations.
Ariane is being integrated, gradually, within SNCF Réseau Asset Register Database. This will
progressively be the basis for developing new applications in those domains.

A.2

EULYNX data modelling

EULYNX is a standardisation initiative of major European Infrastructure Managers (IM) aimed
at reducing the cost of building and maintaining track side equipment. EULYNX (see [3]) is
organised in various clusters, each focusing on an interface between signalling subsystems
such as interlocking, signals, points and axle counters.
One cluster is standardising the data exchange between IM and supplier of signalling
equipment and this will result in a common data exchange format. An IM currently provides
lists and plans in a proprietary format, often on paper. Instead, the IM compiles files that
describe railway objects in sufficient detail so that a supplier can build and test the installation.
Whilst data exchange between IM and supplier is the primary use case of EULYNX, one can
safely assume that the level of detail required to build an installation is such that any other use
case, including the exchange of diagnostic data e.g. for decision support systems, can be
fulfilled.
EULYNX is set to provide its input to the Building Information Modelling (BIM) community and
effectively set the standard. The EULYNX data model classifies the types of railway objects
and their attributes. Attributes range from geographical position and dimension down to
lifecycle information and availability for service. But the EULYNX data modelling effort goes
further than simply classifying and describing railway objects. A railway is a system-of-systems
and the state of any single object affects wider operations. For instance, if a point fails to lock,
an approach signal will remain closed, the signalman should see an error message and the
train runs up a delay. Idem for more abstract relations: if a section fails to detect a train
passage due to leaves on the line, some routes cannot be called because flank protection
can’t be warranted. Railway objects are interlocked in complex relations. This is why EULYNX
also models topology, e.g. how is the object connected to other objects in the network.
EULYNX also models more intangible objects like routes and working zones that cover the
railway’s operational needs. These objects are aggregates of elementary objects. For instance,
a route is defined as a set of sections and points that is delimited by an entry and exit signal.
These aggregate objects have a diagnostic state that is relevant to operations, e.g. route
“locked by shunting movement” or “unavailable due to point failure”.
EULYNX uses UML class modelling to capture information about classes of objects commonly
used in railways. These classes include tangible assets such as signals and points but also
intangible objects such as “routes” and “shunting zones”. Because the model captures the
network-relations between tangible and intangible objects, one can start answering questions
like “if signal lamp X fails, which routes will be subject to speed restrictions”. The enriched data
model helps us to relate cause, i.e. hardware failure, to effect, i.e. reduced speed on a subset
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of routes. In other words, a data model that includes topological and interlocking relations
creates a de facto expert system. Users can leverage algorithms and Artificial Intelligence that
automatically address questions hitherto only answerable by (few) human experts.
Without a data model of the railway network, the system may well provide diagnostic
messages such as “Blinking power supply for signal S5112 failed” but it will be difficult to judge
the effect that this failure has on operations.
UML models are an excellent way of communicating specialist domain knowledge to system
architects. The model allows the architect to visually express the system in terms of classes,
objects, attributes and relations which is far more rigorous than traditional natural language
descriptions. Once the model has been pinned down in terms of UML class diagrams, the
software architect proceeds to instantiate the UML model, i.e. convert the model into computer
languages and protocols. One often used instantiation of UML class diagrams is the XML
Schema Language (XSD). Other popular instantiations are Object Oriented languages such as
C#, Java and increasingly Python.
class Signal

Position
BaseObj ect
-

+hasPosition

ID: string
name: string

-

X: float
Y: float
lattitude: float
longitude: float

«enumeration»
Aspect
+shows

Red
Yellow
Green
FLGR
FLYL

Signal

Figure 17 Simplified class model
A base-object is a data type with attributes ID and name. It has a geographical position. A
signal is a special kind of object that shows one of the enumerated aspects.
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Classes are complex data types and objects are instances of classes. In this approach, a
railway network is a linked set of objects as shown below.
obj ect yard

5107: Section

5104AT: Section

5106T: Section

5147: Point

5109: Section

bs1:
Bufferstop

S5118:
Signal

Figure 18 Objects and their relations
Sections, signals, buffer stops and points are topologically linked. E.g. Object S5118 is an
instance of class Signal, object 5104AT is an instance of a class Section.
The remit of EULYNX is to create a data model that allows suppliers to build and test a
signalling system. This is the most expansive use case and other users will most probably
need a subset of this dataset. Furthermore, the UML is easily enhanced and enriched. For
instance, a supplier may want to extend a provided EULYNX class and add his own properties
and variables.
In summary, the UML model will be
a) At the origin of XSD or Object-Oriented class libraries
b) Provide framework classes that system architects can specialise to meet proprietary
needs
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Example UML and OPC-UA

One possible incarnation of the UML is an OPC-UA “address space”. The “address space” sits
at the core of an OPC-UA data model and reflects objects, their attributes and relations. In an
address space, one can define data types, object-types (=classes), enumerations but also
engineering units. This allows the definition of objects and their current state, e.g. a boiler with
temperature in degrees Celsius, pressure in Pascal, waterflow in liter per second and so on.
This example exposes the roots of OPC-UA in the “Industry 4.0” effort.
OPC-UA is designed to reflect both the static and dynamic status of objects under supervision.
The address space provides structured dynamic and static data that end users such as
SCADA systems can easily connect to.
Furthermore, data types can be specialised in terms of Object Oriented engineering. To return
to railway terms, one can define a generic type “signal” that has attributes e.g. position, identity
and name etc. A shunting signal is a special signal that e.g. has a white lamp. A main signal is
another specialised signal that e.g. has four lamps that can be in state lit or dark. Specialised
signals inherit the common attributes position, identity and name.
An architect of a diagnostic system would typically take the canonical UML model and
specialise classes by adding proprietary static and dynamic attributes. He would then convert 10
this UML model into an OPC-UA address space. This implies that the OPC-UA server reflects
both the static relations of objects in the railway network plus the dynamic status of these
objects.
The address space can also express relations between objects. The signal can for instance be
associated to a section. The fact that these signal objects and relations are equally well
expressed in OPC-UA address space as well in terms of UML class diagrams suggests that
one can map the UML class diagrams to OPC-UA address space. Currently, data users tend
to work in silos where data are tailored to match very particular use cases. Cross-discipline
use of diagnostic data is all too rare because cleaning and reformatting data is costly. The use
of a common canonical UML model allows users to plug into the wider railway data model and
breaks open the silos that currently exist with minimal effort. Cross-discipline links are easily
represented in UML, by drawing associations between classes. Similarly, such relations are
easily ported to OPC-UA where one can insert pointers to objects or variables that are kept in
remote OPC-UA servers. This allows one for instance to relate point status to meteorological
sensors in the vicinity of the point.
Engineering data and topological relations are easily translated from UML into the OPC-UA
address space just like one would create a XSD schema or Java class library.
The above indicates that the UML model of the railway signalling system will satisfy many use
cases that range from data transfer between IM and supplier to maintenance engineers who
need to be notified about faulty signal lamps or data transfer to Decision support systems for
intelligent asset management.
10

UML class models can be exported into XMI, the UML export format. XMI is then cast into an OPC-UA address
space.
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The major benefit of building the OPC-UA address from the UML model resides in the fact that
a diagnostics system can provide more than the traditional individual sensor readings that
relate to isolated objects. Rather, we now get the status of the object in a network of objects. If
an object begins to misbehave, we can analyse the effects of this cause on the whole system.

“MLR” is a state-variable
indicating the current
position of a point.

PRED
SUCC
LAT
LON
get_NB

“Predessor and Successor” are properties
that provide topology in terms of the
position in the graph object.
Lattitude and Longitude provide
topographical information.

Get_neighbours is a method
to retrieve adjacent nodes

Variables provide the state
of the object

Figure 19 Cut-out from a OPC-UA address space
The Figure above is showing dynamic attributes of a point-object (signalling switch point).
Static attributes are position and topological relations to other assets.
The address space supplies not only the real-time dynamic values of the object’s attributes but
can also provide static engineering data such as the position and links to adjacent elements as
shown in Figure 18. These links are like edges in a graph and the objects are the nodes.
Graph algorithms can be leveraged to easily retrieve the state of the objects when traversing
the rail network from signal to signal. Graphs are powerful mathematical constructs that can be
used to answer many complex queries such as the ones mentioned in the previous paragraph.
The propagation of effects of a fault through the network is a notable example.
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This approach also opens the door to the extensive use of Artificial Intelligence. AI is a
powerful tool but its true force is only revealed when the underlying data structure is known. AI
without such supporting information will not be able to detect cause-and-effect relations.

section

train

point

buffer

edge

signal

Figure 20 The system exposes assets in a graph of nodes that are linked by edges
A client gets a view of the system and can traverse the network, e.g. from one signal to the
next, picking up the state of the nodes on the way. This is only one example of queries that the
system can automatically answer when the graph has been captured in terms of the OPC-UA
address space.
The OPC-UA data provides a real-time digital twin of the network. A digital twin is a computer
model of the real system and the major challenge is to ensure that the twin is a faithful copy of
the original system. Commonly, a digital twin is constructed from configuration data and
stimulated into life by feeding it with data. The OPC-UA model can be regarded as a digital
twin, or shadow, of the real system, which configuration data is an exact copy of the original
system. This implies that a client of the OPC-UA server can view the real-time state of the
system which is a faithful digital twin.
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Digital Twin
Operational
Control
subsystem

OPC-UA

Diagnostics
subsystem

Signalling system exposes static
configuration and active state

One way dataflow
for safety reason

Maintenance
database

Asset
management
database

Passenger
information
systems

Safe Control System
(IL&RBC)
Now, peripheral
systems get an up-todate view directly
from the system

Asset
Configuration
Data

Performance
Simulation
subsystem

Control field
elements

Supplier’s
digital twin

To Build Design
plans

As-built plans

Asset monitoring
platform

Figure 21 The railway control system provisions the digital twin such that clients get an up-todate view of both the static and dynamic state of the network

Note: The issue of a digital twin is also elaborated within the WP3.2 (see [12]) with regards to
their use case “Asset Digitalization” e.g. to create a digital 3D model (see figure below).
Any alignment/enhancement of the Digital Twins could further improve and optimize any
maintenance related work where every modeled component becomes recipient of both
traditional and novel sources of data, allowing a minute follow-up of its current status and past
history.

Figure 22 Railway station digital model (SCAN2BIM)
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APPENDIX B – REQUIREMENT LIST; SHORT LIST; ASSESSMENT
B.1

[Excel table]

IN2SMART WP7_2
assessment_v05_12_06_2018.xlsx
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B.2

[Excel table] – Short List

provided by: WP7.2
source of information

#

1

1

1

1

1

Name
"white list"

railML

railML

railML

railML

railML

IMS-WP07-D7.2-SIE-006

short list
from 22.11.2017 web meeting

Reason / Justification / Comment

Data Model

Data Format

Transfer

Security

Is a data exchange format developed by a European consortium of railway
companies, academic institutions and consultancy firms. Published as a series of
XML schemata and sub-schemata, each of which encompasses a particular area of
the railway domain (Infrastructure, Timetables, Rolling stock and Interlocking). The
newest version 3 compliant with RTM. The CDM defined within In2Rail is based on
railML. There is a cooperation set-up between In2Rail and railML group to develop
together the model. It can be used with many different data formats, also with
mentioned below in this document.

++

+

--

--

named as best format for modelling Rail Infrastructure and Rolling-Stock, and also for
Rail operation plans (railML was developed for Infrastructure and time table)
not optimal for dynamic data (e.g. data collected by WP5)

+

++

--

--

Good data transfer format used for transfering infrastructure, rolling stock,
interlocking and timetable data between applications and systems

++

++

o

o

Ansaldo

railML has been identified as the basis of the IN2RAIL WP8 Canonical Data Model.
Its 3.x version includes the usage of UIC standard RailTopoModel for the topology
representation.Starting from its 3.x version it separates the data model and the data
format concepts.

++

++

--

--

NR

The practical use of standard format definition such as RAILML and SENSORML are
comprehensively assessed based on practical assessment with real data.
Application of the RAILML across the asset registers.

BT

Siemens

DLR
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2

SENSORML

NR

The overhead associated with using XML data structures for data sharing - in terms
of data volume - are comprehensively assessed.
Application of the SENSORML to track geometry/defect data and image data.

2

OGC SensorML

DLR

SensorML focus the modelling of a sensor or/and a measuring system itself,
including the internal processes, channels and components

++

++

o

o

2

sensorML

Ansaldo

sensorML has been identified as the candidate format for Dynamic data
representation (together with railML for the static data representation)

++

++

--

--

-

-

-

--

2

SensorML

BT

A framework for defining processes and processing components associated with the
measurement and post-measurement transformation of observations. Well-suited for
the description of sensor and systems and the processes surrounding sensor
observations.

3

wfs

WL

web feature service

-

--

++

+

3

WFS

DLR

Web feature services offer direct, standardised raw data access to geographic vector
data obscuring different data backend implementations of various data sources. This
data can be requested over REST interfaces

o

o

++

+

BT

TCP/IP based communication technology developed by the OPC Foundation to allow
a manufacturer independent exchange of information in the field of industrial
automation. The OPC UA specification is a multi-part specification and consists of
the following parts: Concepts, Security Model, Address Space Model, Services,
Information Model, Mappings, Profiles, Data Access, Alarms and Conditions,
Programs, Historical Access, Discovery, Aggregates, PubSub

-

++

++

++

named as best format (with others) for alarms dynamic events
established industry standard for industry automation (Industry 4.0)
could and should be completed with a new companion specification for rail specific
use based on established and existing data models/formats (e.g. XML/railML etc.)
license free use

o

++

++

++

4

4

OPC UA

OPC UA
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B.3

[Excel table] – Assessment

provided by: WP7.2

Assessment List

source of information

from 17.04.2018 according and including AP_14a and AP14b

Based on the architecture (as defined by WP2) two high level USE CASES with regard to the interfaces of the Grant Agreement and the TMT decision where identified. This two high level Use Cases are:
1. Continuous data exchange / constant data ingestion:
Continuous data exchange means that maintenance data, sensor data, condition data, configuration etc. have to be delivered form the infrastructure though the integration layer to the enhanced functionality like asset status analytics.
This involves that the target solution includes a specification for an IT interface. It is not enough to concentrate on one format to share this information. The requirements out of the requirements list can only be fulfilled by a standardized
machine-to-machine communication framework.
2. Off line data exchange / manual file based data exchange:
Off line data transport means that maintenance data has to be delivered not continuously. It can be collected somewhere (from the data platform) and further transported in a big data bunch. For that latter use case no standard
interface is needed. It is only needed to have a standard data format.
OPC UA and WFS will be evaluated with regards to the use case "continuous data exchange"

Name

generic Justification

TCP/IP based communication
technology developed by the
OPC Foundation to allow a
manufacturer independent
exchange of information in the
field of industrial automation.
The OPC UA specification is a
multi-part specification and
OPC UA consists of the following parts:
- Concepts,
- Security Model,
- Address Space Model,
- Services, Information Model,
- Mappings, Profiles,
- Data Access,
- Alarms and Conditions,
- Programs,
- Historical Access,

IMS-WP07-D7.2-SIE-006

generic
Assessment

Req Number

detailed
Assessment

++
Req_4
User Authentication
Data Exchange
++

++

Reason / Justification / Comment
UA security is a multilayer concept. It contains authentication and
authorization as well as encryption and data integrity by signing.
A distinction is made between application layer and transport layer security.
The user or operator of an application can be identified by a user/password
combination or a user certificate. The data access rights can be adjusted for
each single node, means it is possible that a user is only allowed to read
values, whereas an administrator may also have write access, but a guest
may not even be able to browse a node.
In addition to that, audit mechanisms are defined and a server may log which
person has changed which value at which time (audit event, audit log).

+
A common time source serving for all applicants can be added/included to
the network
A sequence of information is also supported

Req_5
Time Stamp
+
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It’s up to the application developer to decide to which
certificate store the UA application is bound to. For instance,
it is possible to use the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) of an
Active Directory.
- Req 67: RFID ?

The issue of synchronization of all data coming from all
possible sources are out of scope for the data exchange
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high quality of time stamping is a generic issue to be taken
into account
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- Discovery,
- Aggregates,
- PubSub

++
Req_30
Communication

OPC UA is named as best format
(with others) for alarms dynamic
events
OPC UA is an established
industry standard for industry
automation (Industry 4.0)
OPC UA could and should be
completed with a new companion
specification for rail specific use
based on established and
existing data models/formats
(e.g. XML/railML etc.)
OPC UA is license free use

The two main issues of public subscribe and point to point communication
are fully covered
++

++
Req_31
Performance

The issue of real time and generic availability of data even taken into
account interruptions of communication are fully covered
++

++
Req_32
QoS

The issue of data completeness and integrity are part of standard
functionality

The issue of priority of Messages has to be checked, if and
how it is taken into account

++

++

Direct access to a specific node is inherit part of the functionality

??

How well the provided data can support the analysis part cannot be
evaluated yet
it would rather depend on the implemented data model and data format

Req_33
generic

Data integrity is an inherit part of the provided functionality
Here we can only consider integrity of data within the network.
Any integrity issues with outside sources are out of scope.
Assumption from WP2:
- The Data Platform is the only place where data are stored inside the IAMS
architecture. Data Platform is used to store data generated within the IAMS
system and those data needed more than once for the processing to avoid
creating yet another asset register.
- Data stored in the Data Platform are compliant to CDM.
- From this it follows that integrity is ensured when stored in the Data
Platform

++

Req_1
Integrity

Data Security
++

++

The needed data model and format dealing with all intended
railway issues needs to be defined and implemented

It is up to the external data source (e.g. whether data) to
provide corresponding identifications and mechanism for
their data integrity, but if they agree to use the OPC UA
standard it would be fine and recommended

The handling of outside sources would be necessary before
information from such sources are taken into account.

++
Req_2
Security Standards

The implementation of different security levels for transmission is possible
and part of the system
++
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From the Grant Agreement the issue of safety related maintenance data
transmission is out of scope (see Grant Agreement
"… This will include only non-safety related data to assets, supported trains
traffic and the environment / context of such
assets..."

Req_3
Safety Standard

no detailed assessment: in general not relevant for "continuous data
exchange" use case
Most of the standards can be defined and used for transmitting files.

Please use the common data model and data format which
is defined by In2Rail (in general based on Canonical Data
model).
This data model and data format definition needs to be
integrated into OPC UA e.g. by deriving the necessary
specification and writing the corresponding companion
specification

Scalability, prioritisation and delivery management are an inherit part of the
provided functionality

Most of the features are up to the system design depending
on the customer needs and wishes

The use of OPC UA technology is in general free of charge and can be used
for your own development freely. However testing and certification using a
Certification in an independent test facility is not free of charge.
You can bay and use standard components developed by other suppliers,
where the supplier of course defines the price and license fees on ist own
(COTS).
There are also available OSS implementations.
If you want to work and influence further development of the OPC UA itself
you have to become a member of the OPC UA foundation.

To cope with the railway specific issues it would be
reasonably to work out extensions as being member of the
OPC UA foundation.

Req_10
Legacy

++
Req_11
flexible
++

++

Data Format
++
Req_12
License

++

Req_13
Detailed Function
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be based on standard models like RailML and SensorML.
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+

Req_14
Standard Format

+

Any developed component can be tested in order to prove its interoperability
at the technical and syntactical level.
There are several options available e.g. self-certification using the
ComplianceTestTool (CTT), the participation at an Interoperability Workshop
(IOP) or a Certification in an independent test facility.
It’s up to the application developer to decide about their own
There are component available for the most used operating systems and HW
developments and certifications or using existing
platforms.
components instead.
Protocols may be implemented by hardware, software, or a combination of
both.
The requirements with regards to the data model should be covered if being
compliant to CDM.

++
Req_20
Alarm Events

Managing of Alarms and Events etc. is an inherit part of the provided
functionality within OPC UA.
++

++
The information about the content should be mainly covered by CDM.
The parts which are not covered by CDM are an inherit part of the provided
functionality within OPC UA.

Req_21
Data Types
++

Data Modell
-

no detailed assessment: in general not relevant for both use cases
There was an agreement about using standard data model.
The WP7 members support the idea of the CDM. This CDM is a new model
that will be based on IN2RAIL outputs. As these ones were focused on TMS
needs and requirements, it will be necessary to consolidate them e.g. by
adding Maintenance and Asset Management needs. This data module will
be based on standard models like RailML and SensorML.

Req_22
Standard Models

++
Req_23
Implementability

The use of different languages for sample applications are an inherit part of
the provided functionality within OPC UA (e.g. .net, Java, C, C++ etc.)
++
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Name

generic Justification

generic
Assessment

Req Number

detailed
Assessment

Reason / Justification / Comment

There are no specific security aspects that are part of the OGC
WMS/WFS/WCS Interface Specifications. Instead, security and
authentication is best handled at another layer in the processing stack.

WFS

web feature service
Web feature services offer direct,
standardised raw data access to
geographic vector data obscuring
different data backend
implementations of various data
sources. This data can be
requested over REST interfaces;
the OGC Web Feature Service
allows a client to retrieve and
update geospatial data encoded
in Geography Markup Language
(GML) from multiple Web
Feature Services. The
requirements for a Web Feature Data Exchange
++
Service are: The interfaces must
be defined in XML. GML must be
used to express features within
the interface. At a minimum a
WFS must be able to present
features using GML. The
predicate or filter language will
be defined in XML and be
derived from CQL as defined in
the OpenGIS Catalogue Interface
Implementation Specification.
The datastore used to store
geographic features should be
opaque to client applications and
their only view of the data should
be through the WFS interface.
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o
Req_4
User Authentication

Req_5
Time Stamp

https://gis.stackexchange.com/questions/9191/how-to-secure-wfs-services
If you would like to manage access to this service unobtrusively, via a single
sign on solution you can implement the following. Currently there are no
open source services that implement this type of security solution.
The first part, is a web service that acts as a mediator between the WFS and
the user. This web service will manage the user access to WFS layers and
perform the necessary cross checks with an Active Domain or Kerberos
Authentication access control. This service will pass through to the WFS
server those requests that are authenticated and permitted. This is a
Marshaling web service.
The second part is to enforce the WFS server to only trust requests from the
Marshaling Service. This is a web server feature that limits the IP's from
which it will accept connections/requests.
There are Marshaling services out there for sale. One could write ones own
to secure a GeoServer instance

There is no universal and reliable way to check when the data in WFS is
changed. If the feature type has an attribute for holding a timestamp of the
latest update it is of course possible to use that in a filter and read only new
features. However, it is impossible to know which features have been
deleted without reading the whole feature type and making a comparison.
One could run a query every day "features which have a timestamp greater
than yesterday &maxfeatures=1". If you get a feature back then you know
that something has changed and you can refresh the whole feature type at
your end. But that works only if data has timestamp as an attribute. Notice
that the GML document returned from WFS has a timeStamp attribute which
tells only when the document was created.

2.0

To Do / Improvement / Open Issues

GA 730569
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o

The WFS Web Feature Services or Web Feature Server specification
supports two communication models:
- Stateless Request Reply
- Pub/Sub. A messaging system in which clients address messages to a
specific node in a content hierarchy, called a topic. Publishers and
subscribers are generally anonymous and can dynamically publish or
subscribe to the content hierarchy. The system takes care of distributing the
messages arriving from a node's multiple publishers to its multiple
subscribers. Messages are generally not persistent and will only be received
by subscribers who are listening at the time the message is sent. A special
case known as a “durable subscription” allows subscribers to receive
messages sent while the subscribers are not active. (Source:
http://java.sun.com/j2ee/1.4/docs/glossary.html)
The Web Notification Service (WNS) is one of the implementation
specifications for the Pub/Sub model. Regardless of the model, URL format
is used and specified in the WFS specification. At this time there are no
open-standard implementations of WNSs. Vendors plan to release
implementations once the standard has been ratified.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_Feature_Service#Communication_models

-

The time needed to fetch WFS data can be high, since spatial queries can
also be slow.
Another reason is that since WFS output tends to be verbose - because uses
GML, which is a 'dialect' of XML, for transporting data -, you may end
sending more raw bytes than if WMS was used.
vector data - like WFS output - will demand more computing power from
client devices, because they will have to render the features; on the other
hand, WMS responses to GetMap requests come already rendered, which
implies less work on client side. Thus, using vector data on clients with
limited computing power can be an issue.

+

as long as data providing server is running properly, WFS will function as
well

Req_30
Communication

Req_31
Performance

Req_32
QoS
The WFS has a server side limit of a maximum of 200000 features to ensure
quality of service and availability.
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Req_33
generic

-

By enabling access to subsets of information (rather than full downloads of
data), the web-services architecture opens up issues related to data integrity
and consistency at the client.

o

WFS does not have security as part of the standard, but HTTPS can be
used. The OpenGIS Web Feature Service (WFS) Implementation
Specification (04-094) [s. 6.3.4] says: The use of HTTPS does not affect the
description of the requests and responses described in this specification but
may require additional actions to be taken on both the client and the service
in order to initiate the secure communication.

Req_1
Integrity

Req_2
Security Standards

DataSecurity
+

From the Grant Agreement the issue of safety related maintenance data
transmission is out of scope (see Grant Agreement
"… This will include only non-safety related data to assets, supported trains
traffic and the environment / context of such
assets..."

Req_3
Safety Standard

o
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Transaction safety mechanism can require a lot of resources on the server
side, because all requested data are cached at the time of the request until
all these data being distributed to the client. It prevents from inconsistencies
between data received by the client within different pages. A use case for
supporting this mechanism is when you have a GetFeature request with
paging and a transaction on the same features (or linked features) at the
same time. For example if a user requests a “powerline” feature and the
server executes an update transaction on pylons at the same time, this could
bring some inconsistencies (missing, pylons, wrong references, …) in the
result downloaded dataset.

2.0

GA 730569
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no detailed assessment: in general not relevant for "continuous data
exchange" use case
Most of the standards can be defined and used for transmitting files.

Req_10
Legacy

+

OGC WFS and WMS play important roles in real-time geospatial data
sharing and exchange from heterogeneous sources at the feature level for
time-critical applications. The WFS and WMS eliminate time-consuming data
translation and facilitate reuse of existing geospatial data over the web.

+

The OGC membership defined and maintains the WFS specification.
Numerous commercial and open-source implementations of the WFS
interface standard exist, including the open-source reference
implementations GeoServer and deegree. The OGC Implementing Products
page provides a comprehensive list of WFS implementations.

Req_11
flexible

Data Format
-Req_12
License

Req_13
Detailed Function
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no detailed assessment: in general not relevant for both use cases
There was an agreement about using standard data model.
The WP7 members support the idea of the CDM. This CDM is a new model
that will be based on IN2RAIL outputs. As these ones were focused on TMS
needs and requirements, it will be necessary to consolidate them e.g. by
adding Maintenance and Asset Management needs. This data module will
be based on standard models like RailML and SensorML.

2.0

GA 730569
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The WFS standard makes geographic feature data available through a highly
configurable interface. By default, the data returned by a WFS is in
Geography Markup Language (GML) which is written as eXtensible Markup
Language (XML). However, emerging versions of the standard will also
support the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). Government agencies,
private organisations and academic institutes use this standard to publish
vector geospatial datasets in a way that makes it easier for receiving
organisations to compile new maps or conduct analysis on the supplied data.
o
WFS provides a standard interface for requesting vector geospatial data
consisting of geographic features and their properties. The benefit of this is
that WFS clients can request source data from multiple WFS servers, and
then render the data for display on the client or process the data further as
part of a workflow. The standard guarantees that the data can be handled
consistently with other data using a common geospatial coordinate reference
system. Feature properties encoded using common data types such as text
strings, date and time can also be handled consistently.

Req_14
Standard Format

o

highly dynamic data requires an approach beyond the request/reply MEP as
provided by classic data services like the OGC WFS, probably could be
solved via pub/sub messaging system.

+

WFS returns features and feature information in a number of formats. The
syntax for specifying an output format is GML, Shapefile, JSON, CSV: ;
Some additional output formats (such as Excel) are available with the use of
an extension. The full list of output formats supported by a particular
GeoServer instance can be found by performing a WFS GetCapabilities
request.

Req_20
Alarm Events

Data Modell
-

Req_21
Data Types
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no detailed assessment: in general not relevant for both use cases
There was an agreement about using standard data model.
The WP7 members support the idea of the CDM. This CDM is a new model
that will be based on IN2RAIL outputs. As these ones were focused on TMS
needs and requirements, it will be necessary to consolidate them e.g. by
adding Maintenance and Asset Management needs. This data module will
be based on standard models like RailML and SensorML.

Req_22
Standard Models

A web feature service application is an application that implements the
interface defined in OGC Web Feature Service Implementation Specification.
The implementation detail of the application is opaque to user and the
application can be created using any language at any platform. Service
providers can create WFS application all by themselves or create the
application using available GIS software platform or GIS software
components. Using GIS components can cut down the developing workload
and increase the reusability of GIS components.

++
Req_23
Implementability

Detailed Assessment explanation:
The Issues indicated by the corresponding requirement group from the requirement list is:
++ very well covered
+ good covered
O medium assessment
badly covered
-- not covered at all
?? unknown/no assessment yet
The Issues indicated by the corresponding requirement group from the requirement list is assessed twofold with regards to the two different types of interfaces in mind:
- constant data ingestion
- manual file based data exchange
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B.4
B.4.1

[Excel table] – Common Clusters of Requirements
Req_1_Integrity

Contributor

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category/Layer

Model

Exchange

Format

Security

Review comments

Ans2_34

Communication
: Message
integrity

The IL shall provide measures to ensure that
for data messages integrity is maintained

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

BT_26

Message
integrity

The IL shall provide measures to ensure that
for data messages integrity is maintained

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Security

x

from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID 1.7)

identical requirements 12,
255, 256

Sie_2

Message
Integrity

The Integration Layer shall provide measures
to ensure that for data messages integrity is
maintained

Functional

Mandatory
- obligatory

Security

x

from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID 1.7)
data integrity is a quite generic
requirement

identical requirements 12,
255, 256

WL_7

Data integrity

The integrity of data is required for the
majority of the use cases

Functional

Mandatory

model, format

ANS_7

Data integrity

The integration layer shall provide a mean to
verify that the data has not been altered from
acquisition to distribution

Functional

Mandatory

Security

x

data integrity is a quite generic
requirement

Sie: What about to
allocate to
Req_1_Integrity
identical requirement

SNCF_1

Data integrity

The integration layer shall provide a mean to
verify that the data has not been altered from
acquisition to distribution

Functional

Mandatory

Security

x

data integrity is a quite generic
requirement

Sie: What about to
allocate to
Req_1_Integrity
identical requirement

SYSTRA_WP8_
1

Data integrity

The integration layer shall provide a mean to
verify that the data has not been altered from
acquisition to distribution

Functional

Mandatory
- obligation

Exchange /
Transfer

identical requirement

BT_23

Encryption

The IL shall be able to provide encryption
functionality

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Security

Based on Internal Data Mgt
expertise
To take the right decision, the
visualized data should be the
same as the measured data
from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID
4.4.1)

DLR_6

Schema
Validation

Some kind of technology for validating a
exchange file

Functional

Mandatory

Format/Validation

Sie: What should be the
standard requirement to
be evaluated

THA

Weather Data
Access 2

The interface shall support secure
identification of the weather data source.

Functional

Necessary
- specific

Security/Integrity

There should be some kind of
technology for validating a
specific exchange file in
relation to it's metaschema.
One example of this kind of
technologies is DTD or XSD
for XML
IN2Smart WP8. The historical
weather data will be requested
for specific time, date and
locations when needed from a
trusted source. The system
will have one to one
communication with the source
of the data and would have the
ability to provide identification
from the source.
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B.4.2

Req_2_Security Standards

Contributor

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category/Layer

Exchange
x

Security

Reference / Reason / Justification /
Comment
IN2RAIL D8.1 Req5.2.3.3

Ans2_76

QoS for Special
Needs: Channels

It should be possible to configure transmission
channels with different security levels.

Functional

Desirable

Exchange

BT_24

Channels

It should be possible to configure transmission
channels with different security levels.

NonFunctional

Optional

Security

x

from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID 5.2.3.3)

Ans2_107

Security of
information system:
Compliant with
ISO27001

The AF shall not prevent to be compliant with
ISO27001 standards (Information security
management).

Nonfunctional

Mandatory

Security

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 4.1.1

Ans2_108

Security of
information system:
Compliant with
ISO27002

The AF shall not prevent to be compliant with
ISO27002 standards (Information technology
– Security techniques – Code of practice for
information security management).

Nonfunctional

Mandatory

Security

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 4.1.2

BT_22

IDS: Checks against
malicious software

The IL should support an intrusion detection
system.

NonFunctional

Optional

Security

x

from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID 4.3.5)

BT

WP5-37
Confidential
Communications

The messages with the diagnostic data
gathered by a proxy and sent to IAMS should
be keep private so as to avoid access by
unauthorised entities.

NonFunctional

Optional

Security

x

IN2SMART D5.1 WP5-37
WP2 (req. 13), WP7

BT

WP5-45
Communication
Integrity and NonRepudiation

Messages should be protected by possible
tampering attacks on their way from the
proxies to the IAMS. Moreover, the authorship
of the exchanged messages cannot be
successfully challenged.

NonFunctional

Optional

Security

x

IN2SMART D5.1 WP5-45
WP2 (req. 13), WP7
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B.4.3

Req_3_Safety Standards

Contributor

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category/Layer

Exchange

Format

Security

Reference / Reason / Justification /
Comment
IN2RAIL D8.1 Req5.2.3.4

Ans2_77

QoS for Special
Needs: Safety

It shall be possible to select
transmission channels to support
Safety related communication.

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

Ans2_125

SIL Requirements:
Communication
Protocols

The Application Framework shall offer
the possibility to protect any data
exchange in accordance with the rules
in CENELEC norm EN 50159:2010 for
a Category 3 transmission system.

Nonfunctional

Exchange, Security,
Format?

x

x

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 6.1

Optional

SIL Requirements:
Safety Integrity
Level

The Application Framework shall
support measures enabling the
framework to achieve SIL2 for specific
applications.

Nonfunctional

Exchange, Security,
Format?

x

x

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 6.2

Optional

BT_25

SIL Apportionment

The IL shall allow the combination of
plug-in in order to obtain the requested
SIL level.

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Security

x

from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID 8.4)

Ans2_101

Class of the
underlying network

The IL shall be able to operate on
Class 2 and Class 3 network, as
defined by EN 50159-2010

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req9.1

Ans2_126
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Req_4_User Authentication

Contributor

Name

Ans2_14

Topics

The In2Rail Platform permits to applications and
modules to publish to only configured Topics

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

Reference / Reason /
Justification / Comment
IN2RAIL D8.2 REQ_IRS_40

Ans2_75

QoS for
Special
Needs:
Security

It should be possible to send security credentials
in order to identify, authenticate, authorize and
encrypt topic messages.

Functional

Desirable

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req5.2.3.2

Ans2_92

Data Access:
Publish/Subsc
ribe

The IL shall provide data access according to the
configured access rights to any of its exposed
data through Publish/Subscribe. An API shall be
available to support this data access pattern.

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req7.2

Ans2_93

Data Access:
Request/Reply

The IL shall provide data access according to the
configured access rights to any of its exposed
data through Request/Reply. An API shall be
available to support this data access pattern.

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req7.3

Ans2_94

Data Access:
Tagging on
write access

The IL shall provide mechanism to tag data on
write access. An API shall be available to support
this feature.

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req7.4

Ans2_95

Data Access:
Tagging on
read access

The IL should provide mechanism to tag data on
read access. An API shall be available to support
this feature.

Functional

Desirable

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req7.5

Ans2_97

Data Access:
QoS

The IL shall provide data access with different
delivery priority, under different safety and
security constraints, and on the selected
communication channels. An API shall be
available to support these features.

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req7.7

BT_19

Connection/Au
thorization

All the data exposed via the IL shall be available
after successfully establishing a connection to the
IL itself. The IL shall apply policies to authorize
(allow or deny) the access of the exposed data to
the connected user according to configured
access rights.

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID 7.1)

BT

WP5-37
Confidential
Communicatio
ns

The messages with the diagnostic data gathered
by a proxy and sent to IAMS should be keep
private so as to avoid access by unauthorised
entities.

NonFunctional

Optional

Security

x

BT_8

Service
registration

Service Discovery system should provide a
mechanism for Service Registration

NonFunctional

Optional

Exchange

x

from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID 1.5.1)

BT_9

Service
discovery

Service Discovery system should provide a
mechanism for Service Discovery

NonFunctional

Optional

Exchange

x

from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID 1.5.2)
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Type

Class

2.0

Category/Layer

Exchange

Format

Security

x

IN2SMART D5.1 WP5-37
WP2 (req. 13), WP7

Review comments
Sie: Please describe this
requirement in more detail as a
standard requirement to be
evaluated
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Sie_1

Interface
Vendor
Independent

The interface(s) described by the standard shall
be supported by diverse vendors and shall be
open for public

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

from WP2 (ReqNo 19),
it must be possible to connect
diverse equipment with each other
and it must be possible for each
vendor to build corresponding
equipment by its own (nonetheless
its qualification fulfilling the
interface requirements)
That is the very idea of the
standardization

BT

WP5-20
Easy and Safe
Installation

The proxy shall have a clear procedure and a
safety clearance to connect asset to the IAMS.

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Deployment

x

IN2SMART D5.1 WP5-20
WP5-17
WP5-18

ANS_5

RFID in Rail

Implementation of the European Vehicle Number
(EVN) of the railway rolling stock in an electronic
format via the ISO/IEC 18000-63 UHF Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) technology in
order to enable a consistent approach for an
interoperable implementation.

Optional

Exchange/
Format

x

Ans2_15

Topics

The In2Rail Platform permits to applications and
modules to open their own private Topics and
configure access rights for other applications.

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange/
Security

x

Ans2_109

Access
Control

The AF shall prevent unauthorised usage of the
AF.

Functional

Mandatory

Ans2_110

Authorisation
model

All functionality in the AF shall use the same
authorisation model to determine permissions.

Functional

Ans2_111

Roles in the
system

The AF shall allow to manage and define roles in
the AF.

Ans2_112

Users and
Roles should
be password
protected

Ans2_113

x

A current EN-standard is
implemented within CEN/TC 225
regarding RFID on rail vehicles.
The standard should be used and
implemented where suitable.

x

IN2RAIL D8.2 REQ_IRS_41

Security

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 4.1.5

Mandatory

Security

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 4.1.6

Nonfunctional

Mandatory

Security

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 4.1.7

The AF shall allow for password protection of
users and roles and shall follow state-of-the-art
rules for password management
like e.g., "C2-level Security" standard.

Nonfunctional

Mandatory

Security

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 4.1.8

Authentication
system

The AF shall provide an authentication system.

Nonfunctional

Mandatory

Security

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 4.1.9

Ans2_91

Data Access:
Connection/Au
thorization

All the data exposed via the IL shall be available
after successfully establishing a connection to the
IL itself. The IL shall apply policies to authorize
(allow or deny) the access of the exposed data to
the connected user according to configured
access rights.

Functional

Mandatory

Security

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req7.1

BT_20

CA and PKM
support

The system should support client certificates and
support integration with PKM systems

NonFunctional

Optional

Security

x

from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID 4.1.6)
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BT_21

Security and
segregation of
IL users

Any test and development IL users shall be kept
at least logically separated from the production
IL(s)

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Security

x

Sie_3

Roles in the
system

The Integration Layer shall allow to manage and
define roles in the Integration Layer

NonFunctional

Mandatory
- specific

Security

x
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Req_5_Time stamp

Contributor

Name

Ans2_137

Timestamp of
generation format

The moment when an alarm is generated
shall be expressed in ISO8601, including
complete date plus hours, minutes and
seconds: YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ssTZD
(eg 1997-07-16T19:20:30+01:00).

Functional

Mandatory

Format

x

Reference / Reason /
Justification / Comment
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 17.4.3.1

Ans2_138

Timestamp of ack
format

The moment when an alarm is
acknowledged shall be expressed in
ISO8601, including complete date plus
hours, minutes and seconds: YYYY-MMDDThh:mm:ssTZD (eg 1997-0716T19:20:30+01:00).

Functional

Mandatory

Format

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 17.4.4.1

Ans2_128

Synchronization/Ti
me Management:
Time
synchronization

All substituents should be synchronized
with the reliable time source.

Functional

Mandatory

Model,
Exchange,
Security

NR

Timesyncing

The system shall enable timesyncing
between different nodes on the data
distribution network.

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

Data needs to be shared
across servers and
presumable to enable proper
time stamping across the
system time needs to be
synchronised.

ASTS_WP8_
7

Date/Time Temporal
reference

The collected data shall be accompanied
by an indicative timeframe, following an
explicit and common standard

Functional

Mandatory
- obligation

Exchange /
Transfer

x

Based on Internal Data Mgt
expertise
There is the need to correlate
different data sources of logs
and measures coming from
different systems/devices
along the same line. The time
indication is needed to match
the information in a meaningful
way.

BT

WP5-28
Time
Synchronization

The proxy shall support common time
base and synchronization.

Functional

Mandatory

Data Gathering /
Software
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Category/Layer

Model

x

x

Exchange

x

x

Format

Security

x

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 8.3

IN2SMART D5.1 WP5-28

Review comments
Sie: What about
Req_5_Time_stamp

Sie: What about
Req_5_Time_stamp
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B.4.6

Req_10_Legacy

Contributor

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category/Layer

WL_9

legacy

use of simple and widely used data formats (e.g. csv)
must be possible

Functional

Mandatory

model, format

WL_WP8_3

legacy

use of simple and widely used data formats (e.g. csv)
must be possible

Nonfunctional

Mandatory
obligation

Format /
Encoding

NR_WP8_2

Sharing asset
register data

Data model shall be compatible with RAIL-ML and
other well-known Rail standards

Functional

Mandatory
obligation

Model / Format

SNCFR_WP8_5

Compatibility Natural language

Shall be compatible with all the natural languages
and shall manage all their specificities

Functional

Mandatory
obligation

Format

BT

WP5-06
Standard
Communication
Means

The adopted communication means between the
proxy instances and the applications (IAMS) should
be based on widely-accepted standards so as to
promote interoperability

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Data Exchange
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Model
x

x

Format

Reference / Reason / Justification /
Comment

x

identical requirements 233,
295

x

Based on Internal Asset Mgt expertise

x

Based on Internal Asset Mgt expertise

x

x

x

Review comments

ANS: not all structured data
can be efficiently
represented in csv (only
tabular structures)

ANS: what is meant for
compatibility with all natural
languages?
IN2SMART D5.1 WP5-06
WP2 (req. 17)
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B.4.7

Req_11_Flexible

Contributor

Name

Ans2_130

Scalability

The system should be scalable

Functional

Mandatory

Category
/Layer
Exchange

Ans2_60

Performance on
Delivery:
Standard

It shall be possible that delivery order can not depend on
priority. (e.g. normal FIFO queue)

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1
Req5.2.1.1.1

Ans2_62

Performance on
Delivery:
Queuing policies

It should be possible that delivery order can depend on a
scheduler algorithm. Example: FIFO, LIFO, Round-Robin.

Functional

Desirable

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1
Req5.2.1.1.3

BT_17

Switchover

The IL architecture shall provide switchover functionality in
case of failure

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID
5.1.5)

ANS_8

Data source
format

The integration layer shall allow the integration of data
coming from any sensors in a proprietary format and
transform the data in an open format

Functional

Mandatory

Format

x

SNCF_2

Data source
format

The integration layer shall allow the integration of data
coming from any sensors in a proprietary format and
transform the data in an open format

Functional

Mandatory

Format

x

BT_6

Support of
Different
Transport/Applic
ation Layer
(OSI) Protocols

Rationale: IL shall provide the same interface to its users,
but may use different protocols to deliver messages: IL
users are unaware of how data are moved inside the IL.

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Format

x

from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID
1.2)

Sie_14

Interface:
Scalability

The interface shall be scalable to different business cases
in terms of computer performance and amount of data

NonFunctional

Mandatory
- specific

Format

x

from WP2 (ReqNo 14)
the ability to adjust to the
network properties is
necessary e.g. in case of
limited performance

BT

WP5-07
Communication
Overhead
Optimization

The proxy should monitor the communication features of
the used communication means and adapt the flow of
outgoing traffic to meet such constraints.

NonFunctional

Optional

Data
Exchange

WL_4

convertible

data should be easily convertible to different formats

Functional

Mandatory

Format

Ans2_188

External system
interfaces

The system shall be able to provide different types of
communication interfaces

Nonfunctional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL 7.2 req 3.1.3.0.9

Ans2_189

External system
interfaces

The system shall be possible to run several instances of the
existing interfaces type

Nonfunctional

Desirable

Model

x

IN2RAIL 7.2 req
3.1.3.0.10

Ans2_190

Add new
information

New information entities that need to be communicated
from the system shall be possible to add without
reprogramming functionality interfaces

Nonfunctional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL 7.2 req
3.1.3.0.11

Ans2_192

Data
infrastructure

The Infrastructure information shall be exportable and
importable

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL 7.2 req
3.3.1.0.10
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Type

Class

2.0

Model

Exchange

Format

x

x

Security

Reference / Reason /
Justification / Comment
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 13

Huge variety of providers
within the frame of
sensors, with their own
proprietary format
Huge variety of providers
within the frame of
sensors, with their own
proprietary format

IN2SMART D5.1 WP5-07

x

Review comments

DB: very important
requirement from IM
perspective
identical
requirements 69, 79

D7.2
Requirements analysis and definition of standard guideline

GA 730569

Contributor

Name

Ans2_194

Data
infrastructure

The system shall support archiving of infrastructure data
and system configuration data outside the system

Functional

Mandatory

Category
/Layer
Model

Ans2_195

Data
infrastructure

The format of the infrastructure information model and
system configuration information model shall be structured

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL 7.2 req
3.3.1.0.13

Ans2_196

Data
infrastructure

Infrastructure information should be version controlled

Functional

Desirable

Model

x

IN2RAIL 7.2 req
3.3.1.0.14

Ans2_2

Key/Unique
identifier

The binary serialised form of any Key/Value Pair contains
the serialised data of a complete Key/Value Pair including
(recursively) all subparts, with the special case that
accessible Key/Value Pairs which are part of the Key/Value
Pair are serialised as an “address” which allows to retrieve
the actual content of the accessible Key/Value Pair.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.2
REQ_IRS_3

Ans2_20

Event
Management

It shall be possible for applications to publish new log event
types (EventType class of the CDM), defining the
significance and severity of a type of log event (Event class
of the CDM).

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.2
REQ_IRS_55

Ans2_21

Event
Management/Lo
g Event Type

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.2
REQ_IRS_56

Ans2_22

Event
Management/Lo
g Event severity

It shall be possible for applications to log events,
referencing a log event type, an object (being any
identifiable entity according to the CDM) and optionally
additional data.
It shall be possible for a logging system to specify if a log
event shall be persisted by the IL or not (Note: persistence
should be avoided for low severity log events, in order to
avoid congestion).

Functional

Desirable

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.2
REQ_IRS_57

Ans2_25

Event
Management/Lo
g event state

An application which indicates a log event as active when
logged, shall set the log event as inactive when the
condition causing the log event is no longer at hand. This
means that CDM should separate the properties that can
be modified and properties that cannot be modified after
they have been set.

Functional

Desirable

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.2
REQ_IRS_60

Ans2_28

GUI Interactions

The CDM allows querying all instances of a given activity
(type).

Functional

Desirable

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.2
REQ_IRS_69

Ans2_29

GUI Interactions

The CDM allows creating new instance of activity.

Functional

Desirable

Model

x

Ans2_30

GUI Interactions

For each activity (type), access rights can be defined. Only
modules having the right access can issue the action.

Functional

Desirable

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.2
REQ_IRS_70
IN2RAIL D8.2
REQ_IRS_71
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Type

Class

2.0

Model
x

Exchange

Format

Security

Reference / Reason /
Justification / Comment
IN2RAIL 7.2 req
3.3.1.0.12

Review comments

DB : This should
also include the
regulations and
standards and their
validity dates, may
be this should be a
separate Req

D7.2
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GA 730569

Contributor
Ans2_4

Data types

Serialisation method allows to represent at least the
following basic data types: Variable length string, 8 bits
signed integer, 32 bits signed integer, 128 UUID, Boolean,
Simple (32 bits) and double (64 bits) precision floating point
(IEEE 754). The following basic types, unsigned integer 8
bits, 32 bits and 64 bits can be used in the CDM to indicate
that the negative values are not authorised, but the MSB
can never be set. This means that they are serialised as
their signed counterparts

Functional

Mandatory

Category
/Layer
Model

Ans2_48

Message
Payload Format:
Structured
message model
Message
Payload Format:
Canonical data
model
Data structures

Message payload shall conform to a structured message
model

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req2.4.1

The message payload model shall comply to the Canonical
Data Model of the system

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req2.4.2,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 5.1

Serialisation method allows to serialise enumerated
values/structures (sequence of named values of any
serializable data type, which are called attributes)/unions
(one value chosen among several serializable data
type)/sequence of data type (serialisation of arrays)

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.2
REQ_IRS_9/10/11/12

Ans2_53

Message Model
Versioning:
Version control

The message payload model shall be version controlled

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req2.5.1,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 5.3.1

Ans2_54

Message Model
Versioning:
Version
coexistence

The IL shall be able to handle data according to different
versions of the message payload model in the same
system instance

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req2.5.2,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 5.3.2

Ans2_55

Message Model
Versioning:
Backward
compatibility

The message payload model shall provide rules for making
model changes so that data according to an older model
version remains consumable by a component which
conforms to the new version

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req2.5.3,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 5.3.3

Ans2_56

Message Model
Versioning:
Forward
compatibility

The message payload model shall provide rules for making
model changes so that data according to the new model
version becomes consumable by a component which
conforms to an older version

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req2.5.4,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 5.3.4

Ans2_57

Message Model
Versioning:
Compatibility
information

The message payload model shall provide rules for
documenting and communicating compatibility breaking
model changes

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req2.5.5,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 5.3.5

Ans2_7

Extendibility

Serialisation method should allow structure extension
mechanism, at least through the non-valued data attribute
representation.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.2
REQ_IRS_14

Ans2_49

Ans2_5

Name
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2.0

Model
x

Exchange

Format

Security

Reference / Reason /
Justification / Comment
IN2RAIL D8.2
REQ_IRS_8

Review comments

Sie: Please describe
this requirement in
more detail as a
standard
requirement to be
evaluated
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Contributor

Name

BT_3

Version control

The data model shall be version controlled

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Category
/Layer
Model

BT_4

Backward
compatibility

The data model shall provide rules for making model
changes so that data according to an older model version
remains consumable by a component which conforms to
the new version

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Model

x

from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID
2.5.3)

BT_5

Forward
compatibility

The data model shall provide rules for making model
changes so that data according to the new model version
becomes consumable by a component which conforms to
an older version

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Model

x

from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID
2.5.4)

WL_10

versioning

changes must be documented

Functional

Mandatory

Model,
Format

x

x

WL_11

performance

the performance has to be considered depending on the
use cases

Functional

Desirable

Model,
Format

x

x

WL_5

platform
independent

information shall not be restricted to specific IT
architectures

Functional

Mandatory

Model,
Format

x

x

WL_6

extendable

data shall be easily expandable e.g. by adding attributes,
etc.

Functional

Mandatory

Model,
Format

x

x

WL_8

modular

modular use and combination of parts shall be possible

Functional

Mandatory

Model,
Format

x

x

DLR_3

Schema
Versioning

It should be possible to identify the Schema Version from a
exchange file

Functional

Mandatory

Model/Ver
sioning

x

Sie_15

Interface:
Distribution

The interface shall provide the ability to be integrated in a
distributed architecture

NonFunctional

Mandatory
- specific

Transfer
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Type

Class

2.0

Model
x

Exchange

Format

Security

Reference / Reason /
Justification / Comment
from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID
2.5.1), D8.3

Review comments

Sie: What should be
the standard
requirement to be
evaluated
Sie: Please describe
this requirement in
more detail as a
standard
requirement to be
evaluated

Sie: What is meant?
Modular of content
blocs or Plug and
Play of components.
File Exchange formats or
services may have
different versions. It is
important to have the
Version metainformation
saved inside the file, so
that it is possible to parse
the file in the correct way.

x
from WP2 (ReqNo 15)
the ability to adjust to the
network architecture is
necessary

D7.2
Requirements analysis and definition of standard guideline

GA 730569

Contributor

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category
/Layer
Exchange

Model

Exchange

Format

NR

Near-real-time
data sharing

The system shall enable near real-time data sharing that is
scalable across numerous servers/cloud infrastructure.

Functional

Mandatory

ASTS_WP8
_1

Extensibility

The format shall support the possibility to extend the
information with the creation of further fields

Functional

Mandatory
obligation

Format /
Encoding

x

ASTS_WP8
_2

Maintainability

The standard shall be supported by an active community,
developing and providing improvements and maintenance

Nonfunctional

Mandatory
obligation

Format /
Security

x

ASTS_WP8
_3

Customization

The standard shall allow the definition/creation of a limited
number of customized fields

Functional

Mandatory
- specific

Model

SYSTRA_W
P8_2

Data source
format

The integration layer shall allow the integration of data
coming from any sensors in a proprietary format and
transform the data in an open format

Functional

Mandatory
obligation

Format /
Encoding

IMS-WP07-D7.2-SIE-006
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2.0

Security

x

x

Reference / Reason /
Justification / Comment
WP10 and WP8 requires
sensor and asset data to
be transmitted near-real
time so this can be
processed to cue
operational actions

Review comments

Based on Internal Asset
Mgt expertise
This characteristic means
that the format is able to
be extended and updated
in a univocal and not
ambiguous way, with a
common criterion clear to
all vendors that conform
to it
x

Based on Internal Data
Mgt expertise
The standard needs to be
maintained and
continuously improved to
satisfy the new needs that
will arise once it will be in
use in the real
environments
Based on WP8 use case
There could be the need
at system or company
level to
store/communicate a
specific private or not
standard information. This
should be limited to few
fields, so to guarantee the
maximum possible
standardization level, but
it should be allowed.

x

Based on Internal Asset
Mgt expertise
Huge variety of providers
within the frame of
sensors, with their own
proprietary format

ANS: The
standardization
aims to avoid
different proprietary
format but using the
"standard" one .
What is intended
with integration of
data coming from
any sensor in a
proprietary format?

D7.2
Requirements analysis and definition of standard guideline

GA 730569

Contributor

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category
/Layer
Model

Model
x

Exchange

Format

Security

Reference / Reason /
Justification / Comment
Based on Internal Asset
Mgt expertise

WL_WP8_1

extendable

data shall be easily expandable e.g. by adding attributes,
etc. without any impact within the dataset and the tools
which use them as inputs.

Functional

Mandatory
obligation

WL_WP8_4

versioning

Versioning functionalities shall be available and every
changes must be documented

Functional

Mandatory
- specific

Model

x

Based on Internal Asset
Mgt expertise

SNCFR_WP8_1

Flexibility
regarding IM
existing
databases
(measurements,
assets
registers,…)

Need to choose standards flexible enough for being
compatible with old DB technologies (ORACLE, INGRE,…)

Functional

Mandatory
obligation

Model

x

Based on Internal Asset
Mgt expertise

IMS-WP07-D7.2-SIE-006
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2.0

Review comments

Sie: Please describe
this requirement in
more detail as a
standard
requirement to be
evaluated

D7.2
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B.4.8

Req_12_License

Contributor

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category/Layer

Model

Exchange

Format

Security

Reference / Reason / Justification
/ Comment
from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID 8.1)

BT_7

Public
specification
of
middleware
part of the IL

The middleware part of the IL shall be based on
publicly available specification, allowing a complete
development of compatible implementation of the IL
by an independent party.

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Format

x

DLR_1

Free Open
Standard

The exchange format should be open and free,
without the need of paying any kind of licence

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Format/Legal

x

Free
Libraries/Too
ls

There should be free available libraries and tools for
reading / writing / validating the exchange format

Functional

Optional

Ans2_186

Free model
information
and
interfaces

The interfaces and information models shall be
documented and free to use

Nonfunctional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL 7.2 req 3.1.3.0.1

Ans2_187

External
system
interfaces

The interfaces shall have structured and free to use
information model

Nonfunctional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL 7.2 req 3.1.3.0.8, IN2RAIL
7.2 req 3.2.2.0.3

Ans2_191

Data
infrastructure

The infrastructure information model shall be open
and free for use

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL 7.2 req 3.3.1.0.9

Ans2_193

Data
infrastructure

The data export and import formats of the
infrastructure data and system configuration data
shall be open for use

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL 7.2 req 3.3.1.0.11

WL_3

freely
available

used data formats and software should be freely
available and usable without restrictions and license
fees

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Model, Format

x

SNCFR_WP8_3

License

Shall not require any licence fee

Nonfunctional

Mandatory
- obligation

x

SNCFR_WP8_4

License

Users shall be allowed to develop their own
extension without asking any right

Nonfunctional

Mandatory
- obligation

x

DLR_2

IMS-WP07-D7.2-SIE-006
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The exchange format should be
free for use.

Format/Tooling

x
Free to use tools for creating,
editing and validating files will
increase the productivity on using
this type of format.

2.0

x

x

x

x

Review
comments

D7.2
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B.4.9

Req_13_Detailed Function

Contributor

Name

Ans2_176

External
communications

The system shall be able to handle data
regarding planned maintenance of the
railway infrastructure planned in an
external system

Functional

Mandatory

Category/
Layer
Exchange

Ans2_129

Requirements
related to APIType: Protocol
API

The Application Framework shall support
object remoting and object exchange
APIs based on protocols using XML or
JSON message formats.

Functional

Mandatory

Format

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 10.2.1

Ans2_51

Message Payload
Format: Self
descriptive

The schema language shall support selfdescriptive messages

Functional

Mandatory

Format

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req2.4.4

Ans2_52

Message Payload
Format:
Polymorphism

The schema language shall support
polymorphism through subtyping

Functional

Mandatory

Format

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req2.4.5

DLR_7

Char Encoding

No char encoding restrictions

Functional

Mandatory

Format/
Encoding

x

There should be no char encoding
restrictions.

DLR_5

Floating Point
Precision

No floating point precision loss ( 64bits
floating point)

Functional

Mandatory

Format/
Precision

x

No rounding "problems" due to precision of
variables on writing / reading floating point
values from the exchange format.

SYSTRA_W
P8_5

real-time or
historical data

The integration layer shall be able to
integrate, to connect and cross
monitoring data, process data and static
description

Nonfunctional

Mandatory
- obligation

Model /
Format

x

Based on Internal Asset Mgt expertise
Data can be transmitted in real time as well
as in delayed time

NR_WP8_5

Data format
storage

Shall be compatible with common file
formats, e.g. XML, JSON and csv

Functional

Mandatory
- obligation

Format /
Encoding

x

Based on Internal IT expertise

ANS: not all structured data can
be efficiently represented in csv
(only tabular structures)

NR_WP8_1

Data sharing

The overhead associated with using XML
data structures for data sharing - in terms
of data volume - must be
comprehensively assessed.

Functional

Mandatory
- obligation

Format

x

Application of the SENSORML to track
geometry/defect data and image data.

Sie: allow assessment already on
bases of the overhead of data ?
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Type

Class

2.0

Model

Exchange

Format

Reference / Reason / Justification /
Comment
IN2RAIL 7.2 req 1.1.3.2.34

x

x

Review comments

DB: do we want to restrict this
requirement to XML or JSON?

DB: this is a solution could be
also long int

D7.2
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B.4.10

Req_14_Standard Format

Contributo
r
ANS_13

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category/Layer

Model

Exchange

Format

x

x

x

Reference / Reason /
Justification / Comment
Decision making should be
based on precise maintenance
activities log: e.g. frequency,
current state, etc.

Maintenance
activities log

Maintenance activities should be registered at
the lowest level possible (vehicle, bogie,
bearing, etc) and made available to the
integration layer

Functional

Recommended

Exchange, model,
format

Ans2_50

Message
Payload
Format:
Schema

The message payload model shall be described
in a standardised schema language

Functional

Mandatory

Format

Ans2_6

Data values

Serialisation method should allow the presence
of non-valued data (example, attribute not
valued in a structure, or element not valued in a
sequence, but present to maintain indexes
value).

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.2 REQ_IRS_13

BT_2

Schema

The data model shall be described in a
standardised schema language

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Model

x

from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID
2.4.3), D8.3

Sie_19

Quality
check and
send
diagnostic
and
maintenance
data

Functional

Mandatory
- specific

Model

x

NonFunctional

Mandatory
- obligatory

Transfer

x

from WP2 (ReqNo 21)
That is the very idea of the
standardization to gave proven
access
from WP2 (ReqNo 22)

Sie_10

Interface:
Compliance
Test

Before sending collected data from the field, a
quality check and pre-processing of the data
might be necessary.
This could include data cleansing and
reformatting; statistical characterization of data;
physical processes understanding and analytics
KPI identification
The interface shall support a compliance test
against interface definitions and models. With
such a compliance test different suppliers can
proof interoperability

x

Interface:
Platform
Independent

The open standard of the interface shall support
different HW/SW platforms

NonFunctional

Mandatory
-obligatory

Transfer

x

Sie_13

Send
processed
maintenance
data

Send pre-processed collected data on
standardized format (including configuration for
data interpretation and info on what preprocessing has been done) continuously or
upon request

Functional

Desirable
or
Mandatory
- specific

Transfer

x

Convert data

Convert decoded data into Standardized data
format

Functional

Mandatory
- obligatory

Transfer

Sie_7

IMS-WP07-D7.2-SIE-006
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2.0

SIE: Should be rejected. This in our
opinion not a requirement for WP7
ANS: In our opinion the model should
allow to represent the maintenance
activities on assets since this is the
scope of the IN2SMART project.
Thus in our opinion it should be
maintained

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req2.4.3

from WP2 (ReqNo 40; 41)
the ability to check the input
and to pre-process might be
necessary to adjust to
customer requirements

Sie_11

Review comments

from WP2 (ReqNo 10)
the ability of pre-processing
might be necessary e.g. in
case of limited performance
x
from WP2 (ReqNo 7)
That is the very idea of the
standardization

Sie: Please describe this requirement
in more detail as a standard
requirement to be evaluated

DB: a quality check is necessary in
any case

D7.2
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Contributo
r
BT

BT

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category/Layer

Model

Exchange

WP5-04
Common
Data Format

The communications among the proxy
implementation instances and the interfaces
towards the applications must be characterised
by a common data format for the exchanged
messages

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Data Exchange

x

WP5-16
Data
Transcoding

The proxy shall be able to properly interpret and
convert a datum in a proprietary format in the
one with a common format in WP7.

Functional

Mandatory

Data Management

x

IMS-WP07-D7.2-SIE-006
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2.0

Format

Reference / Reason /
Justification / Comment
IN2SMART D5.1 WP5-04
WP2 (req. 19), WP7

IN2SMART D5.1 WP5-16
WP2 (req. 6, 7), WP7

Review comments
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B.4.11

Req_20_Alarm Event

Contributor

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category/Layer

Model

Exchange

Ans2_89

Alarm
Management:
Communication
monitoring /
Measurements

The communication mechanism provided by the IL shall
provide monitoring and measurements facilities for faults and
performances.

Nonfunctional

Mandatory

Exchange

Ans2_131

Alarms and
Events - General
definitions: Event

Happening produced over an object, whose behaviour may
produce an alarm. The causes that may origin an event shall
include, but not be limited to: Supervision of field events,
operator actions, automatic actions, anomalies detected of
the operation of an application.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 17.1.1

Ans2_132

Alarms and
Events - General
definitions: Alarm

Event to inform an operator.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 17.1.2

Ans2_133

Alarms and
Events - General
definitions: Object

Entity on which an event occurs.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 17.1.3

Ans2_134

Alarms and
Events - General
definitions:
Behaviour

Action that is triggered when an event over an object occurs,
like the appearance or disappearance of an alarm. The
behaviour identifies the treatment that an event must be
subjected when it is generated over a concrete object, so that
the same event over two different objects may trigger
different behaviours.

Functional

Mandatory?

Model

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 17.1.4

Ans2_135

Alarms and
Events : Event
detection

Events shall be detected over a concrete object.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 17.2.1

Ans2_136

Alarms and
Events : Event
behaviour

An event may be associated with a behaviour, so that when it
is produced the behaviour is launched. Example: appearance
or disappearance of an alarm.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 17.2.2

Ans2_145

Works and
maintenance
forecast: Asset
Condition
Monitoring

The System shall be capable to send real-time and
forecasted asset condition events to Traffic Management
through a generic alarms & alerts interface.

Functional

Desirable

Model

x

IN2RAIL 7.2 req 1.1.3.1.1

Ans2_146

Works and
maintenance
forecast: Early
warning of
incipent
infrastucture
failure

The system shall be capable of providing early warning of
incipient infrastructure failures

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL 7.2 req 1.1.3.1.2

Ans2_78

Criticality

Every event shall be characterised by its criticality. The
possible criticality values of an event shall be the following:
High, Medium, Low.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req6.1.4.1.4,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 17.3.1.4
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Contributor

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category/Layer

Model

Exchange

Reference / Reason / Justification
/ Comment
IN2RAIL D8.1 Req6.2.2.2.1,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 17.4.1

Ans2_79

Alarm format
requirements:
Characterization
of an alarm

An alarm shall be characterised with at least the following
attributes: description, event that produced it, criticality, date
of generation, date of acknowledgement.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

Ans2_80

Alarm format
requirements:
Description

The description of an alarm shall be expressed in a way that
its interpretation is objective.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req6.2.2.2.2,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 17.4.2

Ans2_81

Alarm format
requirements:
Timestamp of
generation

Every alarm shall be characterised by the moment when it
was originated.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req6.2.2.2.3,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 17.4.3

Ans2_82

Alarm format
requirements:
Timestamp of
acknowledgement

Every alarm shall be characterised by the moment when it
was acknowledged.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req6.2.2.2.4,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 17.4.4

Ans2_83

Alarm format
requirements:
Monitored Object
where the event
appeared

Alarms shall be characterised by the monitored object where
the event that produced the alarm appeared.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req6.2.2.2,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 17.4.5

Ans2_84

Alarm format
requirements:
State of activation

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req6.2.2.3,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 17.4.6

Ans2_85

Alarm format
requirements:
State of
acknowledgement

Every alarm shall be characterised by its state of activation,
that indicates that the event that caused the alarm is still
present. The state of activation of an alarm will be either
"Active" or "Not active".
Alarms shall be characterised by a state of
acknowledgement. The state of acknowledgement of an
alarm will be either "Acknowledged" or "Not acknowledged".

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req6.2.2.4,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 17.4.7

Ans2_86

Alarm format
requirements:
Language
Alarm
Management:
Identification

Language of alarm should be neutral. At least English
translation must be provided.

Functional

Desirable

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req6.2.2.5,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 17.5.1

Every monitored item shall have a unique identifier.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req6.2.3,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 5.4.1

Ans2_88

Alarm
Management:
Severity

Severity classification shall be assigned for each failure mode
of each unique item.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req6.2.4

Sie_22

IAMP: Preparation
of work 2

Functional

Mandatory
- obligatory

Model
Transfer

x

Ans2_87

IMS-WP07-D7.2-SIE-006
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B.4.12

Req_21_Data Types

Contributor

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category/Layer

Model

Exchange

Reference / Reason / Justification /
Comment
IN2RAIL D8.1 Req5.2.1.1.4

Review comments

Ans2_63

Performance on
Delivery: Sorted key

It should be possible that delivery order can depend on the
value of the sorting key property in each topic message

Functional

Desirable

Exchange

x

Ans2_65

Message compression

The IL should be capable to compress topic messages to be
sent

Functional

Desirable

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req5.2.1.3,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 2.2

BT_12

Configuration Control

The IL communications infrastructure shall be kept under
configuration control.

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID 1.6)

ANS_10

Data tag 2

Any data to be stored shall be joined to the measurement
conditions and to the measured asset

Functional

mandatory

Model

x

For example data coming from
tonnage monitoring station shall be
joined with associated train number

identical
requirements 86,
219

ANS_11

real-time or historical
data

The integration layer shall be able to integrate real-time as
well as historical data

Functional

mandatory

Model

x

Data can be transmitted in real time
as well as in delayed time

ANS_9

Data tag

Any data to be used in modelling activity has to be tagged
along with a time label and a position label

Functional

mandatory

Model

x

Localization and time label are of first
importance for the data processing
(eg. degradation laws)

DB: Are the
differences in the
model or the data?
The model is for
me the same. This
requirement is
therefore defined in
req above
Identical
requirements 87,
220
DB: not only for
modelling activity,
any data should be
tagged
identical
requirements 89,
218 and similar to
289

Ans2_114

Requirements on Data
Model: Generic Data

The CDM shall describe all relevant data about all relevant
entities in the problem domain of the TMS (e.g.
infrastructure, rolling stock, time tables, crew).

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 5.2.2

Ans2_115

Requirements on Data
Model: Validity

The CDM shall allow data to be marked with a validity time
span.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 5.2.3

Ans2_127

Synchronization/Time
Management: UTC

The date and time base shall be in UTC and shall be
possible to present in any timezone. The system shall be
able to handle Daylight saving time. The system shall be
able to handle different time zones.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 8.1.2
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Contributor

Name

Ans2_141

Dynamic data
representation

The data model should allow representation of asset
dynamic data. Dynamic data to be modeled include:
measurements collected internally from the asset,
measurement collected by sensors attached or strictly
related to the asset,
measurement from external sensors
measurements collected by a passing diagnostic train and
other diagnostic devices
data related to maintenance operations/actions on the asset

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

Reference / Reason / Justification /
Comment
IN2RAIL 9.1

Ans2_142

Forecasted data
representation

The data model should allow representation of asset
forecasted data

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL 9.1

Ans2_143

Assets representation

The data model should allow representation of
static/dynamic data of assets listed in D9.1

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL 9.1

Ans2_147

Works and
maintenance planning:
Manage possessions

The system shall support the user to store, maintain and
record possession data in procedures that are adapted to the
operational rules

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL 7.2 req 1.1.3.2.1& IN2RAIL
7.2 req

Ans2_16

Data Values

In2Rail Platform permits to applications and modules to store
and query values and events between present time and a
moving end of near future called horizon. For each type of
Key/Value Pair, the canonical data model determines if the
values are continuous or event typed.

Functional

Desirable

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.2 REQ_IRS_48

Ans2_161

Record automatically
starting and ending
time of a possession

The system shall be able to receive and record possession
progress information

Functional

Desirable

Model

x

IN2RAIL 7.2 req 1.1.3.2.19

Ans2_17

Data values

For continuously forecasted value, configuration of In2Rail
Platform gives for each type of data the sample period (time
elapsed between two contiguous values) and the slice size
(the maximum number of samples in the same key/value pair
for this data)

Functional

Desirable

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.2 REQ_IRS_49

Ans2_172

Conflict detection and
planned possession

Conflict detection, between trains and a Possession with
conditional starting permit, shall not be performed between
the time of conditional starting permit and planned starting
time

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL 7.2 req 1.1.3.2.30

Ans2_18

Data values

For continuously forecasted value, the slices have fixed
boundaries, except the slice which starts at present time
(now). Therefore, the first slice, starting at present time, has
a variable number of samples. Other slices have fixed
number of samples (for the same type of data). Modules can
read/subscribe to/write whole slices but not part of slices
using the IL-API.

Functional

Desirable

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.2 REQ_IRS_51
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Contributor

Name

Ans2_182

Works and
maintenance
characteristics: Show
possession details

For any selected possession display the following
possession details:
- planned/expected/amended/actual start/end time
- Locations/sections, signal protection, isolations, points and
automation areas affected
- Current status (planned, protection set, granted, handed
back, protection removed)
- PICOP/PICOW and/or other contact details
- Possession progress log
- Call back times

Functional

Desirable

Model

x

Reference / Reason / Justification /
Comment
IN2RAIL 7.2 req 1.1.4.0.1

Ans2_183

Works and
maintenance
characteristics: Works
and maintenance IDs
and References

The system shall ensure unique IDs for possessions going
from restriction planning system.

Functional

Desirable

Model

x

IN2RAIL 7.2 req 1.1.4.1

Ans2_185

Maintain current and
expected availability of
equipment and asset

Maintain current and expected availability of equipment and
asset. i.e. where equipment and assets are not available the
expected availability time should be provided

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL 7.2 req 1.4.3.0.9

Ans2_19

Data values

For event typed forecasted values, only change of values
can be read/subscribed to/written, and all events based
forecasted value is attached to a time when the value
change is forecasted.

Functional

Desirable

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.2 REQ_IRS_52

Ans2_23

Event
Management/TTL

It shall be possible for a logging system to specify a limited
time to live for a log event, after which it may be dropped by
the In2Rail platform.

Functional

Desirable

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.2 REQ_IRS_58

Ans2_24

Event
Management/TTL

It shall be possible to configure a system wide maximum
time to live for all log events.

Functional

Desirable

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.2 REQ_IRS_59

Ans2_27

Event
Management/Timesta
mp

The time of creating and modifying a log event shall be
recorded, as close to the actual source of the event as
possible. This means that CDM should define, for each
Event, a timestamp, which is different from the time stamping
provided by In2Rail platform for every Key/Value Pair.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.2 REQ_IRS_62

Ans2_3

Key/Unique identifier

The “address” (UUID or XPATH like string) of an accessible
Key/Value Pair B which is included in a Key/Value Pair A,
should be stable in time at least during the lifetime of both A
and B. This means that as long as A and B both exist (none
of them has been deleted), then the address’s (UUID or
XPATH like string) validity is guaranteed.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.2 REQ_IRS_4

Sie_17

Interface: Data Models

The interface shall support structured/hierarchical and
canonical data models (e.g. field elements) and unstructured
data (e.g. CCTV images)

NonFunctional

Mandatory
-specific

Model

x

from WP2 (ReqNo 20; 38)
the ability to adjust to customer
requirements is necessary

SNCF_3

Data tag

Any data to be used in modelling activity has to be tagged
along with a time label and a position label

Functional

mandatory

Model

x

Localization and time label are of first
importance for the data processing
(eg. degradation laws)
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Contributor

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category/Layer

Model

Exchange

Reference / Reason / Justification /
Comment
Data can be transmitted in real time
as well as in delayed time

SNCF_5

real-time or historical
data

The integration layer shall be able to integrate real-time as
well as historical data

Functional

mandatory

Model

x

Sie_18

IAMP: Asset/System
Knowledge

The proposed IAMS shall provide access to:
1) Geographical, topographical and functional description of
the assets and their surrounding;
2) past and current status of the assets, and their
Maintenance history;
3) characteristics of the asset components to be maintained.

Functional

Mandatory
- specific

Model
Transfer

x

DLR_9

Sensor Information

The standard should be able to model sensor information

Functional

Mandatory

Model/Content

x

Sensor meta information such as
channels, serial number, etc should
be modelled.

DLR_4

Versioning of Content

The information in a file may be time dependent. One
specific meta information may have different values in
different periods of time.

Functional

Mandatory

Model/Versioning

x

Meta information may change during
a period of time. A exchange file
should be able to model this kind of
information.

Sie_5

Export configuration
data

Export configuration data (e.g. own system, maintenance
data provider system, data decoding, pre-processing)

Functional

Mandatory
- specific

Transfer

BT

WP5-01
Asset Configuration
Data

The proxy shall be able to read-out configuration data (incl.
updates) of multiple connected assets and automatically
provide them to the IAMS.

Functional

Mandatory

Configuration

x

Sie_6

Import pre-processing
configuration

Receive and store pre-processing configuration (e.g.
Filtering, calculation, image analysis). If not provided all
converted data be will sent

Functional

Mandatory
- specific

Transfer

x

NR

Spatial and Temporal
data model

The system shall use a standard temporal data format for all
time attributes.

Functional

Mandatory

Data Model

x

Assess different specifications of
geolocation and time to identify the
most appropriate to enable crossreference of data between assets and
sensors. Critical across all work
packages.

NR

Spatial and Temporal
data model

The system shall use a standard spatial geolocation format.

Functional

Mandatory

Data Model

x

Assess different specifications of
geolocation and time to identify the
most appropriate to enable crossreference of data between assets and
sensors. Critical across all work
packages.
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Contributor

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category/Layer

Model

Exchange

Reference / Reason / Justification /
Comment
Based on Internal Data Mgt expertise
The format should support the
definition of the main relevant static
characteristic of the systems (such as
ID, installation date…) and also
dynamic data such as measurements
acquired in real time.

Review comments

similar requirement
to 89, 218

ASTS_WP8_5

Dynamic and static
data

The format shall be able to integrate both dynamic and static
data

Functional

Mandatory
- obligation

Model

x

SYSTRA_WP8_
3

Data tag

Any data to be used as inputs in a model has to be tagged
along with a time label and a position label

Functional

Mandatory
- obligation

Model

x

Based on WP8 use case
Localization and time label are of first
importance for the data processing
(eg. degradation laws)

NR_WP8_6

Spatial and Temporal
data model

Shall facilitate cross-analysis of multi sources data, thanks to
an alignment of geolocalisation and time variables and data.
(critical across all work packages).

Functional

Mandatory
- obligation

Model

x

Based on Internal Data Mgt expertise

SNCFR_WP8_6

Comprehensiveness

Shall be enable graphical representation of data, including
dependencies between objects / fields, etc.

Functional

Mandatory
- obligation

Model

x

Required for facilitating its
deployment within industrial context
(facilite understanding data model)

SNCFR_WP8_6

Uncertainties

For each value stored in fields, the standard shall enable
storage of uncertainties (indicators or confidence intervalle
extreme values)

Functional

Mandatory
- obligation

Model

x

Required for ensuring the quality of
data processing (modelling,…) and
enabling a whole uncertainties
management

SNCFR_WP8_6

Differencing values

Shall enable flagging values, depending on their nature
(captured /assessed/Expert judgment)

Functional

Mandatory
- obligation

Model

x

When data have different status in
the same field, or stored in different
fields
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B.4.13

Req_22_Standard Models

Contributor

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category/Layer

Model

Exchange

Review comments

Decision making should be based on
precise maintenance activities log: e.g.
frequency, current state, etc.

SIE: Should be rejected.
This in our opinion not a
requirement for WP7
ANS: In our opinion the
model should allow to
represent the
maintenance activities
on assets since this is
the scope of the
IN2SMART project.
Thus in our opinion it
should be maintained

ANS_12

Data Exchange with
TMS

Bidirectional data exchange with TMS should be
available for timetable planning and maintenance
optimization

Functional

mandatory

Exchange

ANS_13

Maintenance activities
log

Maintenance activities should be registered at the
lowest level possible (vehicle, bogie, bearing, etc) and
made available to the integration layer

Functional

Recomme
nded

Exchange,
Model, Format

x

ANS_6

Exchange of
maintenance data

Exchange of component/part lifecycle data in the rail
industry.

Optional

Model

x

A GS1-standard regarding exchange of
data for components and parts in the rail
industry. Describes the format and
structure of the xml to be exchanged
between stakeholders.

Ans2_11

Command message
parameters

For each instance of command, CDM allows storing
parameters attached to a key, separate from the
command’s other keys. The parameters of each type of
command are defined by the Canonical Data Model.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.2 REQ_IRS_25

Ans2_116

Requirements on Data
Model: No registry

The CDM shall provide rules for creating unique
Resource Identifiers without the need of a central
registry.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 5.4.2

Ans2_117

Requirements on Data
Model: Presentation
names

The CDM shall provide a consistent way to give one or
more presentation names to an entity, unrelated to its
Resource Identifier.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 5.4.3

Ans2_118

Requirements on Data
Model: Referencing

All references in the CDM between CDM entities shall
be done by means of Resource Identifiers.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 5.4.4

Ans2_119

Requirements on Data
Model: RailTopoModel

In applicable parts, the CDM shall conform to a
specified version of the UIC RailTopoModel.

Nonfunctional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 5.5.1

Ans2_120

Requirements on Data
Model: railML

In applicable parts, the CDM shall be based on a
specified version of railML.

Nonfunctional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 5.5.2

Ans2_121

Requirements on Data
Model: TAF/TAP TSI

The CDM shall cover all data in specified versions of
the EU TAF and TAP TSIs.

Nonfunctional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 5.5.3

Ans2_122

Requirements on Data
Model: Open Standard

The CDM shall be maintained in an open, industry
standard, modelling language (e.g. XSD or UML).

Nonfunctional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 5.6.1
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Contributor

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category/Layer

Model

Exchange

Reference / Reason / Justification /
Comment
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 5.6.2

Ans2_123

Requirements on Data
Model: Machine
readable

The CDM shall be available in machine readable form,
to be used by application components for automatic
validation.

Nonfunctional

Mandatory

Model

x

Ans2_124

Requirements on Data
Model: Graphic
representation

The CDM shall be possible to present as a graphic
diagram.

Nonfunctional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 5.6.3
In order to be easily defined, maintained
and read a graphical representation of the
data model is needed

Ans2_140

Static data
representation

The data model should allow representation of asset
static data

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL 9.1

Ans2_167

Request electrical
reconnection

To Control the Power supply to request/record electrical
reconnection

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL 7.2 req 1.1.3.2.25

Ans2_178

Support engineering
access planning and
management

The system shall be capable of supporting engineering
access planning and management

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL 7.2 req 1.1.3.3.1

Ans2_197

Data and information
standards

The system should be able to handle new operational
data and information standards like Rail-ML

Functional

Desirable

Model

x

IN2RAIL 7.2 req 3.3.1.0.15

Ans2_26

Event
Management/Acknowle
dgements

A user shall be able to acknowledge a log event, if
required according to log event type data, subject to the
user access rights in relation to the object indicated in
the log event. CDM should make it possible that the
application acknowledging the log event has no write
access to the log event itself (Acknowledgment and
Event should be different classes in CDM).

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.2 REQ_IRS_61
This requirement is related to log events
data modeling (useful for maintenance
purpose) and their acknowledgement. The
selected standard for data model should
allow the representation of this kind of
data

Ans2_58

Topic Tagging: Topic
Tagging on Publish

Publisher shall be able to specify to the IL a tag value
that IL applies to each topic messages published since
the specification.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req3.1.1

Ans2_59

Topic Tagging: Topic
Tagging on Subscribe

Subscriber shall be able to specify to the IL a tag value
that IL applies to each topic messages received since
the specification.

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req3.1.2

Ans2_8

API Generation

For the part which is dependent on the CDM, the
implementation of the CDM-Mapping-API should be
generated (using a code generator) from the file
defining the CDM.

Functional

Desirable

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.2 REQ_IRS_17
This is a requirement related to API
implementation. The CDM should use a
description language that allows to
automatically extract the API through the
usage of a code generator.

BT_1

Canonical data model

The data schema shall comply to the Canonical Data
Model

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Model

x

from In2Rail D8.3

SNCF_4

Data tag 2

Any data to be stored shall be joined to the
measurement conditions and to the measured asset

Functional

Mandatory

Model

x

For example data coming from tonnage
monitoring station shall be joined with
associated train number
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Review comments

Sie: Please describe
this requirement in more
detail as a standard
requirement to be
evaluated
ANS: content added

Sie: Please describe
this requirement in more
detail as a standard
requirement to be
evaluated

Sie: Please describe
this requirement in more
detail as a standard
requirement to be
evaluated

identical requirements
86, 219

D7.2
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GA 730569

Contributor

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category/Layer

Model

Exchange

Reference / Reason / Justification /
Comment
Based on Internal Asset Mgt expertise
For example data coming from tonnage
monitoring station shall be joined with
associated train number

SYSTRA_W
P8_4

Data tag 2

Any data to be stored shall be joined to the
measurement conditions and to the monitored asset
and/or related components

Functional

Mandatory
obligation

Model

x

DLR_10

Measurement
Information

The standard should be able to model measurement
information

Functional

Mandatory

Model/Content

x

Measurement metainformation such as
start and stop measurement should be
modelled.

DLR_11

Infrastructure
Information

The standard should be able to model infrastructure
information

Functional

Mandatory

Model/Content

x

Infrastructure information such as balises,
sleepers, switches should be modelled.

DLR_8

Modelling of Networks

Modelling of networks such as railway or road networks

Functional

Mandatory

Model/Content

x

Modelling of railway or road networks in a
graph.

Sie_4

Handle system
configuration data of
new systems

distribute, receive, identify and store configuration data
(e.g. devices, system name, their configuration, debug
level, localisation)

Functional

Mandatory
- specific

Transfer

BT

WP5-03
Remote Configuration

The proxy should be remotely configurable.

Functional

Optional

Configuration

x

Sie_8

Interface: Reuse of
existing standards

The interface shall be based on already existing open
standards for the use of maintenance and diagnostic

NonFunctional

Mandatory
obligatory

Transfer

x

NR

Sharing asset register
data

The system shall enable sharing of asset register data
based on the RailML format.

Functional

Mandatory
- specific

Exchange

NR

Sharing track
measurement data
(geometry and
damage)

The system shall enable sharing of numerical structured
sensor data based on the SensorML format

Functional

Mandatory
- specific

Data Model
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Review comments
similar to requirements
86, 219

x
from WP2 (ReqNo 1; 2; 3; 18)
it must be possible to connect and
integrate new equipment easily (plug and
play)
IN2SMART D5.1 WP5-03
WP2 (req. 1)
from WP2 (ReqNo 17)
That is the very idea of the standardization
x

Asset-management decisions require
asset register data to be distributed and
processed: Demonstrator 1: Based
around the TRU story-board with assetmanagement decisions that require asset
register data. It is proposed that NR
registers to be modelled within the RAILML standard format for this task to assess
how well the standard can accommodate
the asset register data.

x
Demonstrator 2: Associated with Use
Case 8 and Use Case 10. Track
geometry/defect data is modelled within
the SENSOR-ML standard format to see is
it is appropriate for this data type. Need
to assess the effectiveness of XML
versus more commonly used formats
such as JSONS and storage/bandwidth
implications.

specific part of 265

D7.2
Requirements analysis and definition of standard guideline

GA 730569

Contributor

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category/Layer

Model

Exchange

Reference / Reason / Justification /
Comment
Demonstrator 2: Associated with Use
Case 8 and Use Case 10. Imagery data- is
modelled within the SENSOR-ML
standard format to see is it is appropriate
for this data type. Need to assess the
effectiveness of XML versus more
commonly used formats such as JSONS
and storage/bandwidth implications.

NR

Sharing image data

The system shall enable sharing of image sensor data
based on the SensorML format

Functional

Mandatory
- specific

Data Model

x

ASTS_WP8
_4

Unique ID

The format shall ensure the unicity of IDs

Functional

Mandatory
obligation

Model

x

Based on Internal Asset Mgt expertise
A standard logic should be agreed to
univocally identify each asset/entity of the
environment; this is extremely relevant in
the scenarios concerning an asset
management system, that monitor and
collect logs and measures from several
subsystems and components. This
identifier could be composed by the
association of multiple information (for
example a numerical identifier + an
issuer), but should satisfy the requirement
to be unique.

ASTS_WP8
_6

System specific
information

The format shall enable defining and using generic
model, to be applied to assets from the same family

Functional

Mandatory
- specific

Model

x

Based on Internal Asset Mgt expertise
This characteristic will allow conformity
among devices of the same type.

WL_WP8_2

modular

modular use and combination of parts shall be possible

Functional

Mandatory
obligation

Model

x

Based on Internal Asset Mgt expertise

NR_WP8_3

Sharing track
measurement data
(geometry and
damage)

The standard shall be compatible with SENSOR-ML
standard for the sake of certain WP8 use cases (Track
geometry and equipment)

Functional

Mandatory
- specific

Model

x

Based on Internal Asset Mgt expertise

NR_WP8_4

Sharing image data

The standard shall be able to handle and model
images (metadata, context, content and specific
characteristics)

Functional

Mandatory
- specific

Model

x

Based on Internal Asset Mgt expertise

THA

Weather Data model

The Interface shall support optional parameters
(environmental - e.g. precipitation, temperature) to
account for variations in data from the asset sensors
and weather systems

Functional

Necessary
- specific

Model

x

IN2Smart WP8 -The parameters are such
as Temperature, Rainfall, accuracy, time
of measurement, sensor location.
The system will set simple thresholds for
application of "Normal" behavior. This
"normal" behavior will be established with
discussions with a reputable weather
experts e.g. InfraCo.
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B.4.14

Req_23_Implement Ability

Contributo
r
Ans2_10

Name

Description

Type

API Generation

For each of the following languages, C, C++, Java, C#,
the representation of structures, enumeration, attributes
of structures and their presence, sequences, unions,
basics data types and reference to other Key/Value Pairs
should be the same (but it can be different for two
different languages) for all implementation of the In2Rail
Platform

NonFunctional

Ans2_100

Dynamic language
API

The IL middleware should support APIs based on
dynamic programming languages; at least Tcl and Python
bindings should be provided.

Ans2_9

API Generation

Ans2_98

Ans2_99

Desirable

Category
/Layer
Model

x

Nonfunctional

Desirable

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req8.7.3
Dynamic programming languages are often
used for testing purpose (e.g. automatic test
environment). For this reason it is desirable to
select a model/format that supporting API
generation for this languages.

Sie: Please describe
this requirement in
more detail as a
standard requirement to
be evaluated
ANS: content added

For each of the following language, C, C++, Java, C#, if a
module of AF or IL is using the CDM-Mapping-API, then
the implementation must be generated (using a code
generator) from the XML file defining the CDM. Writing
implementation by hand of data structures defined by the
CDM is forbidden for these languages.

NonFunctional

Desirable

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.2 REQ_IRS_18
This extends the req Ans_8 identifying
program language that should be supported

Sie: Please describe
this requirement in
more detail as a
standard requirement to
be evaluated

Procedural language
API

The IL middleware shall support APIs based on
procedural programming languages; at least C bindings
shall be provided.

Nonfunctional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req8.7.1, IN2RAILD8.5 Req
10.1.1
Could be joined with Ans2_8 and Ans2_9

Object oriented
language API

The IL middleware shall support APIs based on object
oriented programming languages; at least C++ and Java
bindings shall be provided.

Nonfunctional

Mandatory

Model

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req8.7.2, IN2RAILD8.5 Req
10.1.2
Could be joined with Ans2_8 and Ans2_9

Sie: Please describe
this requirement in
more detail as a
standard requirement to
be evaluated
Sie: Please describe
this requirement in
more detail as a
standard requirement to
be evaluated
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Class

Model

Exchange

Reference / Reason / Justification /
Comment
IN2RAIL D8.2 REQ_IRS_19
This requirement is more implementation/API
oriented. The API implementation (in different
languages) must represent the data with the
same data structure. All selected data
structures (and types) must be encodable in
all listed languages

Review comments
Sie: Please describe
this requirement in
more detail as a
standard requirement to
be evaluated
ANS: content added

D7.2
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GA 730569

B.4.15

Req_30_Communication

Contributor

Name

Description

Ans2_105

Architecture:
Communication
Path Selection

Explicit assignment of communication paths
between communication end-points within
the Application Framework shall be possible.

Nonfunctional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

Reference / Reason /
Justification / Comment
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 1.3.1

Ans2_106

Architecture:
Distribution

Messaging and data sharing systems shall
be distributable over a network (LAN or
WAN, subject to performance restrictions).

Nonfunctional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 1.3.2

BT

WP5-12
MAN/WAN
Network Access

The proxy should be able to connect to the
Network (LAN or WAN) to provide the
diagnostic data, and/or receive requests from
them.

Functional

Optional

Data Exchange

x

IN2SMART D5.1 WP5-12
WP2 (req. 9, 10)

Ans2_13

Topics

The In2Rail Platform permits to applications
and modules to subscribe to only configured
Topics

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.2 REQ_IRS_39

BT

WP5-14
Customable
Information
Granularity

The proxy shall be able to change the level of
detail of data that should be transmitted.

Functional

Mandatory

Data
Management

x

IN2SMART D5.1 WP5-14

BT

WP5-35
Specific Proxy
Interface
Implementation

The proxy should be able to provide the
diagnostic data to the interested application
as they expect it (i.e., with the right data
model and protocol)

NonFunctional

Optional

Data Gathering /
Software

Ans2_32

Communication:
Support of
Different
Transport/Applic
ation Layer
(OSI) Protocols

- The IL shall be able to communicate via
HTTP Interface methods.
-The IL shall be able to setup a connection
oriented communication (e.g. TCP based
communication).
- The IL shall be able to setup a
connectionless oriented communication (e.g.
UDP based communication).

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req1.2.1, 1.2.2,
1.2.3

Ans2_33

Communication:
Message
queuing

The IL shall be able to use message queuing
to store and forward messages

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req1.4

Ans2_35

Messaging
Channel
Patterns Messaging
Integration
Style: PublishSubscribe

The messaging system shall support the
Publish-Subscribe Channel pattern

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req2.1.1,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 1.2.1.1

Ans2_36

Messaging
Channel
Patterns Messaging
Integration
Style: Point-toPoint

The messaging system shall support the
Point-to-Point Channel pattern

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req2.1.2,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 1.2.1.2
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Category/Layer

Model

x

Exchange

x

Format

x

Security

IN2SMART D5.1 WP5-35
WP2 (req. 15), WP7

Review comments
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Contributor

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category/Layer

Model

Exchange

Format

Security

Reference / Reason /
Justification / Comment
IN2RAIL D8.1 Req2.2.1,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 1.2.2.1

Ans2_37

Message
Construction
Patterns:
Command
message

The messaging system shall support the
Command Message pattern

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

Ans2_38

Message
Construction
Patterns:
Document
message

The messaging system shall support the
Document Message pattern

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req2.2.2,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 1.2.2.2

Ans2_39

Message
Construction
Patterns: Event
message

The messaging system shall support the
Event Message pattern

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req2.2.3,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 1.2.2.3

Ans2_40

Message
Construction
Patterns:
Request-Reply

The messaging system shall support the
Request-Reply pattern

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req2.2.4,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 1.2.2.4

Ans2_41

Message
Construction
Patterns:
Message
expiration

The messaging system shall support the
Message Expiration pattern

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req2.2.5,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 1.2.2.5

Ans2_42

Messaging
Endpoints
Patterns: EventDriven
consumer

The messaging system shall support the
Event-Driven Consumer pattern

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req2.3.1,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 1.2.3.1

Ans2_43

Messaging
Endpoints
Patterns:
Competing
consumer

The messaging system shall support the
Competing Consumer pattern

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req2.3.2,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 1.2.3.2

Ans2_44

Messaging
Endpoints
Patterns:
Transactional
client

The messaging system shall support the
Transactional Client pattern

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req2.3.3,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 1.2.3.3

Ans2_45

Messaging
Endpoints
Patterns:
Selective
consumer

The messaging system shall support the
Selective Consumer pattern

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req2.3.4,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 1.2.3.4
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Contributor

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category/Layer

Model

Exchange

Format

Security

Reference / Reason /
Justification / Comment
IN2RAIL D8.1 Req2.3.5,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 1.2.3.5

Ans2_46

Messaging
Endpoints
Patterns:
Durable
subscriber

The messaging system shall support the
Durable Subscriber pattern

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

Ans2_47

Messaging
Endpoints
Patterns:
Idempotent
receiver

The messaging system shall support the
Idempotent Receiver pattern

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req2.3.6,
IN2RAILD8.5 Req 1.2.3.6

Ans2_72

Repeated Enabling
stateless client

It should be possible to deliver the last
received topic message each deadline
period.

Functional

Desirable

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req5.2.3.4

BT_10

Fail over

Service Discovery system should provide a
mechanism for Handling Fail over of service
instances

NonFunctional

Optional

Exchange

x

from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID 1.5.3)

BT_11

Multiple
instances

Service Discovery system should provide a
mechanism for Load balancing across
multiple instances of a Service

NonFunctional

Optional

Exchange

x

from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID 1.5.4)

BT_13

PublishSubscribe

The IL shall support the Publish-Subscribe
pattern

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID 2.1.1)

BT_14

Point-To-Point

The IL shall support the Point-To-Point
communication

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID 2.1.2)

BT_15

Request-Reply

The IL shall support the Request-Reply
pattern

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID 2.2.4)

Ans2_26

Event
Management/Ac
knowledgement
s

A user shall be able to acknowledge a log
event, if required according to log event type
data, subject to the user access rights in
relation to the object indicated in the log
event. CDM should make it possible that the
application acknowledging the log event has
no write access to the log event itself
(Acknowledgment and Event should be
different classes in CDM).

Functional

Mandatory

Model

Sie_12

Poll request for
data

Functional

Mandatory
- specific

Transfer

x

That is the very idea of the
standardization

Functional

Mandatory

Data Exchange

x

IN2SMART D5.1 WP5-09
WP2 (req. 9)

BT

WP5-09
Poll Request for
Proxy Data

IMS-WP07-D7.2-SIE-006

Receive order for send data (e.g. debug,
system info, pre-process info)
The proxy shall be contacted for polling its
collected diagnostic data.
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x

IN2RAIL D8.2 REQ_IRS_61
This requirement is related to log
events data modeling (useful for
maintenance purpose) and their
acknowledgement. The selected
standard for data model should
allow the representation of this
kind of data

Review comments

Sie: more a technical
solution than an generic
Req.

Sie: Please describe this
requirement in more detail
as a standard
requirement to be
evaluated
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Contributor

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category/Layer

Model

Exchange

THA

Weather Data
Access 1

The system shall provide a request/respond
interface to weather data from a source including, but not limited to, precipitation,
temperature (min/max/avg).

Functional

Necessary
- specific

Exchange

x

BT

WP5-02
Transmission
configuration

The proxy shall be able to be configured
which kind of data that has to be transmitted
continuously or has to be stored locally.

Functional

Mandatory

Configuration

x
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Format

Security

Reference / Reason /
Justification / Comment
IN2Smart WP8. The historical
weather data will be requested for
specific time, date and locations
when needed from a trusted
source. The system will have one
to one communication with the
source of the data and would
have the ability to provide
identification from the source.
IN2SMART D5.1 WP5-02

Review comments

D7.2
Requirements analysis and definition of standard guideline

GA 730569

B.4.16

Req_31_Performance

Contributor

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category/Layer

Model

Exchange

Ans2_64

Performance on
Delivery: Last value
queue

It should be possible to configure the delivery
mechanism to skip the delivery of topic
messages with the same key value after the
delivery of the newest/latest in the sequence.

Functional

Desirable

Exchange

x

Reference / Reason / Justification /
Comment
IN2RAIL D8.1 Req5.2.1.1.5

BT_16

Availability 24x7

The operating environment hosting the IL,
and the middleware part of the IL itself, shall
be designed to enable operation 24 hours a
day, 365 days per year.

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

from In2Rail D8.1 (Req ID 5.1.1)

Sie_16

Interface: Availability

The interface shall provide the ability to avoid
loss of diagnostic data due to interrupted
communication lines

NonFunctional

Mandatory
-specific

Transfer

x
from WP2 (ReqNo 16)
the ability to adjust to customer
requirements is necessary

NR

Near-real-time data
sharing

The system shall enable near real-time data
sharing with data latency < TBC seconds.

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

WP10 and WP8 requires sensor and asset
data to be transmitted near-real time so
this can be processed to cue operational
actions

NR_WP8_1

Near-real-time data
sharing

WP10 and WP8 requires sensor and asset
data to be transmitted near-real time so this
can be processed to cue operational actions

Nonfunctional

Mandatory obligation

Exchange /
Transfer

x

Based on Internal Data Mgt expertise

BT

WP5-05
Scalable Multicast
Communications

There may be multiple instances of the proxy
sending data towards the applications, and
such a scale must not compromise the
quality of the communications in terms of
latency and throughput.

NonFunctional

Mandatory

Data Exchange

x

IN2SMART D5.1 WP5-05
WP2 (req. 14)

BT

WP5-07
Communication
Overhead
Optimization

The proxy should monitor the communication
features of the used communication means
and adapt the flow of outgoing traffic to meet
such constraints.

NonFunctional

Optional

Data Exchange

x

IN2SMART D5.1 WP5-07
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B.4.17

Req_32_Quality of Service

Contributor
Ans2_61

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category/Layer

Model

Exchange

Reference / Reason / Justification / Comment

Review comments

Performance on
Delivery: Message
priority
QoS for Data
Delivery:
Destination order

It shall be possible that delivery order can
depend on the priority of each topic message

Functional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req5.2.1.1.2

It should be possible, on the receiver side, to
skip outdated topic messages with one of the
following criteria: last received, older than.

Functional

Desirable

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req5.2.2.1

Ans2_67

QoS for Data
Delivery:
Guaranteed
delivery

It should be possible to configure the
guarantee of the delivery among the following
cases:

Functional

Desirable

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req5.2.2.2

DB: description of
cases is missing

Ans2_68

QoS for Data
Delivery: Best effort
delivery

It does not guarantee the delivery, as the topic
messages is unacknowledged. Message may
be lost.

Functional

Desirable

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req5.2.2.2.1

DB: Is this a
requirement?

Ans2_69

QoS for Data
Delivery: Reliable
delivery

Multiple attempts are made for delivering each
topic message. The receiver sends acks for
received topic messages. Message may be
duplicated but not lost.

Functional

Desirable

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req5.2.2.2.2

Ans2_70

QoS for Data
Delivery: Reliable
delivery - Exactly
once

Exactly one delivery is made for each topic
message. Message can neither be lost nor
duplicated.

Functional

Desirable

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req5.2.2.2.3

Ans2_71

QoS for Data
Delivery: Deadline Batch mode

It should be possible to delivery buffered topic
messages each deadline period.

Functional

Desirable

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req5.2.2.3

Ans2_73

QoS for Data
Delivery: Durability

It should be possible to delivery no persistent
message (volatile), in memory (transient) or in
permanent storage (persistent).

Functional

Desirable

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req5.2.2.5

Ans2_74

QoS for Data
Delivery: Lifespan

It should be possible to set the lifespan period
for topic messages waiting in the send buffer.

Functional

Desirable

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req5.2.2.6

Ans2_96

Data Access:
Accounting

The IL shall provide measurement on quantity
and frequency of data access. The capability
to start/stop/report measurement shall be
made available by the IL through an API.

Nonfunctional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAIL D8.1 Req7.6

Ans2_66
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B.4.18

Req_33_Generic

Contributor

Name

Description

Type

Class

Category/Layer

Model

Exchange

Reference / Reason / Justification / Comment

Ans2_103

System
Management:
System
Administration

The messaging system shall support tools for
remote system configuration and administration.

Nonfunctional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 1.2.4.1

Ans2_104

System
Management:
Monitoring

The messaging system shall provide tools for
monitoring, analyzing, debugging and tracing.

Nonfunctional

Mandatory

Exchange

x

IN2RAILD8.5 Req 1.2.4.2

Sie_20

SAMP: Asset /
System Knowledge
& Resources and
Constraints

Functional

Mandatory
- specific

Model
Transfer

x

x

from WP2 (ReqNo 50)
the ability to check on assets is an essential
issue

Mandatory
- specific

Model
Transfer

x

x

Sie_21

The proposed IAMS shall support the analysis of
the strategic options by providing access to the
current status of assets and also how they are
likely to perform in the future under a range of
investment and intervention options and also to
high level resources and constraints. The
analysis at this stage shall be undertaken on
portfolios of asset and will be based on averages
for the population under consideration.

AMP: RAP Asset /
System Knowledge

The proposed IAMS shall support the analysis of
the planning options by providing access to the
current status of assets. It shall support the
prioritization of the assets over the route based
on a risk analysis carried out to assess the whole
consequences of each asset failure, for
nowcasting and forecasting usage and the
assessment of Operational and Ageing behaviour
of each asset, based on past observations /
measurements and failures (Reliability and
Maintenance inputs).

Functional

SYSTRA_WP8_
6

Data path

The data path from acquisition to visualization
shall be known by the final user, such that he can
trace the data analysis process with the sensor,
the raw data, the enriched data in case of data
quality issue

Nonfunctional

Mandatory
- specific

Model /
Exchange

x

SNCF-R_WP8_2

PLM and archiving
measurement
process

Shall enable describing the technical context
related to measurements. PLM functionalities
shall be available and applied to every
measurement device (IoT,…). It shall help to
anticipate any changes within the data, caused
by a maintenance on a sensor.

Functional

Mandatory
obligation

Model

x

BT

WP5-08
IAMS and HMI
Interconnection

The proxy shall allow the data flow from the
systems related to assets towards the
applications, such as IAMS and prototype proxy
HMI.

Functional

Mandatory

Data Exchange
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Review comments

from WP2 (ReqNo 55)
the ability to check on assets is an essential
issue

x

Based on Internal Asset Mgt expertise
For example having the raw images available
when dealing with image processing and working
on the extracted features
Based on Internal Asset Mgt expertise

x

IN2SMART D5.1 WP5-08
WP2 (req. 10)

Sie: very generic
requirement

